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What's Behind The Name?
In 2010 FirstSpear® emerged from a bloodline of industry innovation; founded by a team of experienced industry professionals and former U.S.
servicemen with a mandate to shift industry paradigms and upend the status quo. FirstSpear employs a methodology that integrates evolutionary
design with advanced material components, yielding improved performance and operational efficiency while delivering an invaluable reduction in
weight on many platforms.
An ambitious mandate demands branding that harnesses the company’s ethos, and “FirstSpear” is the translated namesake of the Primus Pilus, the
Senior Centurion of a Roman Legion.
“Centurions were the guardians of Rome. At the height of the Roman Republic there were over five thousand qualified Roman Centurions in the
Legions. To be a centurion required that, in a mostly illiterate society, one be able to read and write clearly, to be able to convey and create orders, to
be capable of not only performing every skill of a Roman solider but to teach every skill of a Roman solider. Being a Centurion required intense
physical ability, courage beyond the norm, years of sacrifice and a total devotion to the philosophy which was Rome.
When Rome fell to the barbarian invaders, there were fewer than five hundred qualified Centurions. Not because Rome had fewer people but because
it had fewer people willing to make sacrifices.”
FirstSpear dedicates our efforts to present-day Centurions, those willing to sacrifice to preserve our heritage and secure our future. It is an honor and
a privilege to support those who serve at the tip of the spear!
Ringo, John. The Last Centurion . New York: Baen, 2008.
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Capabilities
Rapid Design & Prototyping
Private Label Manufacturing
Short/Medium/Large Production Runs
Berry Compliant Certification Available
for Most Products
Small Business Certified
AOR1 & AOR2 Available For Authorized
Users

FirstSpear Design Philosophy
®

FirstSpear’s inventory of tactical equipment is designed to function interactively as a fighting system. By utilizing the equipment as a system,
overall weight reduction, weight transfer, and operational scalability are achieved that is far superior to systems failing to consider critical
operational challenges encountered by Users.
FirstSpear’s product inventory reflects constant dialogue with Users at the very tip of the operational spear, comprised of elite organizations
within the US Inventory and allied foreign nations sharing a mission to eradicate evil.
FirstSpear burgeons these alliances by dedicating complete focus to the User’s needs and overarching requirements. Each subcomponent of
the overall system integrates field feedback from concept development through rapid prototyping, and ultimately production and delivery. Impact
to the overall weight, form, function, and durability is scrutinized down to fabric and hardware selection.
Platforms, like the Strandhögg™, Siege-R™ Optimized, and Frog Kit™ are designed with direct input from professional Users; built to be durable,
lightweight, and highly functional. FirstSpear incorporates performance driven features that can be implemented as standalone items or
integrated as a comprehensive individual equipment and personal protection system that lowers overall weight and diminishes silhouette mass,
contributing to more effective signature suppression coupled with consideration for required tactile manipulations; in a merger of form and
function that facilitates positive operational enhancement.
As a FirstSpear customer, you can be confident that in the rare event a piece of equipment should let you down it will be repaired or replaced
at no cost. FirstSpear items built to government specific requirements and contracts are guaranteed based on the terms outlined by those
programs, and are built to achieve the optimal combination of weight and durability for a defined continuous use period.
FirstSpear remains focused on the User during approach, actions on and exfiltration from the objective, wherever that objective may be and
under any conditions. In short-BATTLEFIELD CAPABILITY.

wool wool
American

™

new
introducing acm

™

Advanced Clothing Materials, ACM is the latest advancement in fabric
technology. FirstSpear is excited to combine 100⁒ sourced verified American
Merino Wool with our other quality materials to create ACM. By using a unique
blend for each product FirstSpear is able to tailor each item to its intended
purpose. With 3 different levels to choose from, ACM has you covered. The
ACM Base is extra soft against your skin and can be worn year round. ACM
Mid takes it up a notch when you need a little extra warmth and can be worn
by itself or over ACM Base. ACM Warm is the highest level and has been
designed for maximum warmth and comfort and makes it easy to endure the
cold.
By using Merino Wool FirstSpear is able to capitalize on all the naturally
occurring material characteristics you desire. Merino Wool is packed with a
huge range of high performance benefits for all your adventures.

Comfortable

Merino is the world’s finest wool and feels soft and is lightweight. It is able
to ditch the itch thanks to the fiber’s smaller diameter, or being “finer”.

Regulates Temperature

Merino Wool regulates body temperature better than any synthetic fabric
and will keep you comfortable in a wide range of temperatures. When it is
warm outside the wool will wick moisture away from the skin and into the air,
keeping you cool. When it is cold outside the wool will trap the warm air and
keep you comfortable.

Insulates When Wet

Merino wool can absorb up to 30 percent of its weight in moisture and still
maintain its ability to insulate, keeping you dry and warm when you’re out in
the elements.

Diminishes Body Odor

Wool does not retain odors and will freshen just from airing out. In addition,
the outer layer of wool fibers have a high concentration of fatty acids, which
have anti-bacterial properties.
Light
Weight
BASE

ACM BASE 100

38% Merino Wool, 50% Polyester, 12% Modal

Ultra Lightweight and Breathable. Extra soft
against your skin can be worn year round.
American Merino Wool & Poly Blend.

ACM MID 400
MID

Heavy
Weight

Merino wool is a completely renewable fiber source; Merino sheep produce
a new fleece every year. It is also composed of a natural protein that is
biodegradable. When disposed of, Merino wool decomposes in soil in a
matter of years.

100% Merino Exterior, 100% Polyester Interior

Silent

ACM WARM 600

Water Repellent

Two Layer system to trap warmth. Wear by
itself or layered over ACM-Base.

50% Merino Wool, 50% Polyester
WARM

Renewable & Sustainable

Heavyweight knit Merino Wool blend.
Brushed fleece inside for softness. Designed
for maximum warmth and comfort.

Wool in motion creates no sound. Wool doesn’t flap in the wind, doesn’t
shear when you walk or crackle when it’s cold.
While the core of the Merino fiber is capable of absorbing up to a third of its
dry weight in moisture, the surface or Merino fibers have a waxy coating that
repels liquids. This surface layer is not easily removed by washing or
processing. Water droplets on the surface of Merino will bead and roll off
instead of being absorbed into the fabric.

Fire Resistant
Breathable
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Anti-Microbial

Warm
When Wet

Flame
Resistant

Merino wool has the highest natural fire resistance of all commonly used
textile fibers.

Asset

ACM

™

acm base

• ACM BASE 100 Merino Wool torso
• Tencate Defender® M 3oz plain weave sleeves
• Anti-Friction NanoGLIDE® mesh underarms
• Inherently heat and flame resistance
• Advanced moisture wicking
• Anti-microbial properties
• 100% USA Materials and Construction

Redesigned and added to the ACM line the Asset is
100% Berry Compliant. Developed and engineered to
be a gunfighters best friend the Asset lives up to its
name. Offering high heat and flash flame protection
Generously cut in the neck and sleeves. The torso is
built with FirstSpear ACM Base 100 American Merino
Wool with advanced NanoGLIDE® ventilating mesh in
the armpits. Fitted with a slight stretch the Asset is cut
long so that it will remain tucked in your pants. Low
profile loop attachment points Standard on the Asset
for FirstSpear Cell Tags and IFF. Each sleeve has a
pocket on the shoulder and a standard cuff tab.

MSRP: $213.20
Part #:14-00039

acm™ mid

Mid Shirt

• ⅔ Zip
• High collar
• ACM Mid 400
• Wicks away moisture
• 100% USA Materials and Construction
The Mid Shirt is a premium multipurpose garment that
provides exceptional performance characteristics while being
very comfortable and casual enough to wear every day. It
has a ⅔ zip, which allows for extra ventilation, along with a
high comfortable collar. The Mid Shirt utilizes ACM Mid 400
which is a dual layer material using superfine polyester on
the interior and our 100% USA Merino Wool exterior. The
polyester wicks away moisture from the body and transfers
it to the absorbent wool exterior. This material makes for an
exceptionally high-performance garment that can be worn
all on its own or as a base layer.

MSRP: $129.99
Part #:14-00027

855.349.4820

First-Spear.com
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Hooded Field Shirt

acm™ base

• High performance
• Generously cut for long-term comfort
• Thumb holes
• 100% USA Materials and Construction

The Hooded Field Shirt uses ACM Base 100 for a generously cut
lightweight garment built for long term comfort on extended
adventures or daily wear on the job. Generously cut with a large
hood low profile cuffs and thumb holes. Leveraging the naturally
occurring performance benefits of wool the Hooded Field Shirt is
a technically advanced package blending comfort, performance,
and fit. Use it as a hooded base layer or wear it all on its own
either way, don’t leave home without it!

MSRP: $94.99
Part #:14-00041

acm™ base

Field Shirt

• Generously cut for long-term comfort
• Use as a base layer or on its own
• Short or long sleeve
• 100% USA Materials and Construction
The all new Field Shirt is generously cut for long-term comfort
on extended adventures or daily wear on the job. Using the
very best of proven materials brought forward in a technically
advanced package the Field Shirt blends comfort, performance,
and fit. Giving you the very best function in styles and colors
only FirstSpear can provide. Use it as either the ultimate base
layer or on its own, available in short and long sleeve.

Short Sleeve
MSRP: $64.99
Part #:14-00018

Long Sleeve
MSRP: $73.99
Part #:14-00029
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ACM
acm™ mid

Squadron Smock

• Wool Interior
• Brushed nylon exterior
• Multiple pockets
• Spacious adjustable hood
• Oversized buttons
• Made in the USA

Depending on your circumstances, the Squadron Smock can be a uniform
top, a weather barrier, or even a hasty load carrier. An oversized hood will
fit over your helmet with most night vision attached and an easily adjusted
stiffener in the bill will help keep the shape. Loaded with pockets and
features, the Squadron Smock has a loose fit to accommodate additional
layers. Oversized buttons that interface into slightly undersized holes provide
security from windblast received in open vehicles or helicopters. Tough and
flexible brushed nylon exterior with a wool interior.

MSRP: $499.99
Part #:14-00020

Woobie

™

acm™ warm

• FirstSpear's warmest wool blend
• Lightweight
• Stand-up collar
• Low profile neck zipper
• Thumbholes
• Berry Compliant

The Woobie is back with major advancements in materials
and craftsmanship. Comprised of ACM Warm 600, FirstSpear's
warmest wool blend, the Woobie is a great addition to the
FirstSpear wool line. It utilizes an extremely lightweight
combination of fabrics while retaining all the benefits of wool.
The Woobie features a stand-up collar, low profile neck zipper
and wrist overs with thumb holes. You will also find a slightly
longer tail for added comfort and warmth. It is outstanding on
its own or as a component of a clothing system. ACM Warm
600 is a heavyweight Merino Wool blend with super soft
brushed fleece interior designed for the coldest temperatures.

MSRP: $282.99
Part #:14-00021

855.349.4820

First-Spear.com
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Hoodlum Hoodie

™

acm

™

mid

• Wicks away moisture
• Full length zipper
• Hood and pockets
• Thumbholes
• 100% USA Made

The Hoodlum Hoodie is constructed from ACM MID
400 which is a 100% polyester interior and 100%
Merino wool exterior, designed to quickly wick away
moisture from the skin and absorb into the outer
wool layer. It features a comfortable fit that still has
quite a bit of stretch to it. There is also a full length
front zipper and a form-fitting hood with two front
hand warmer pockets that zip shut. Thumbholes
have been built into the wrist over style cuffs as well.
The Hoodlum Hoodie can be worn stand-alone or
as a component of a clothing system.

MSRP: $219.99
Part #:14-00022

Stalker Vest

™

acm™ warm

• FirstSpear's warmest wool blend
• Removable while wearing a plate carrier
• Sides open for ventilation when needed
• Stand up collar
• Torso pockets
• Made in the USA

The Stalker Vest is comprised of ACM Warm 600, FirstSpear's warmest
wool blend. The sleeveless design is a unique feature in the FirstSpear
American Wool line with an important benefit. The Stalker Vest was designed
to be worn under plate carriers and to be removed without taking the plate
carrier off. Simply open the sides of the Stalker Vest and slide it over your
head.
With the exclusive design of the Stalker Vest, you can easily adjust body
heat retention. Too hot, open the side ventilation. Too cold, close the side
ventilation. Way too hot, remove the whole vest. All without removing your
plate carrier.
Of course with the neck zipper, left and right pockets, and stand up collar
the Stalker Vest can be worn without a plate carrier. Lower down on the
abdomen there is a generous hand warmer pocket with a smaller internal
pocket that will accept air activated hand warmers. Elastic cord hem
adjustment is also included for an adjustable fit. 100% Made in the USA.

MSRP: $239.99
Part #:14-00028
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ACM

Base Layer Bottoms

acm™-base

• Flat seam technology
• Gusseted crotch
• Performance waistband
• 100% USA Materials and Construction

FirstSpear has added three Base Layer Bottoms to the Advanced Clothing Materials
(ACM) Line. Made from ACM Base 100, these bottoms are a great way to layer up
and stay warm. All three styles feature a front facing fly, gusseted crotch, and flat
seamed technology. The Base Layer Bottoms are extremely comfortable, naturally
moisture wicking, and have a waist band treated to minimize water hold. 100%
assembled with all US Materials exclusively in the United States.
Boxer Brief – Closer fitting to better wick moisture and support
you with a finished boxer length.
Calf Length – Closer fitting design, cut just below the knee. Designed to pick up
where your boot sock stops and not give you a bunch of clutter and lump under the
cuff of your footwear.
Full Length – Traditional full length inseam finished in a low ankle cuff.

Boxer Briefs

MSRP: $55.99
Part #: 14-00044

Mid/Crop

MSRP: $89.99
Part #: 14-00043

Full Pant

Full Pant

MSRP: $99.99
Part #: 14-00042

Boxer Briefs

Mid/Crop

Boot Super Sock

• 86% Merino Wool / 8% Nylon / 6% Spandex
• Reinforced Heel and Toe Box
• Support ribbing through arch
• Naturally antimicrobial and highly breathable
• Reinforced cuff keeps the sock from sagging
• Made in America with U.S. Materials

Every Day Sock

• 82% Merino Wool / 12% Nylon / 6% Lycra
• Reinforced Heel and Toe Box
• Enhanced support ribbing through arch
• Extra light top for improved heat dissipation
• Reinforced cuff keeps the sock from sagging
• Made in America with U.S. Materials

MSRP: $26.99
Part #: 14-00059

MSRP: $23.99
Part #: 14-00054

855.349.4820

First-Spear.com
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acm™-base

Neckie

• Breathable open mesh design
• Low profile attachment points
• Versatile
• Extremely lightweight
• 100% USA Materials and Construction
Built with a tight, open mesh design for breathability, the Neckie is a
tube that can be worn as a turtleneck, hat or even a hasty balaclava.
The mesh design aids in preventing your goggles from fogging up when
you wear it over your mouth. Low profile pile attachment points in key
areas let you put on IFF as required. With a variety of uses and extremely
lightweight, the Neckie is something you don’t want to go outside the
wire without.

MSRP: $48.99
Part #: 14-00017

Beanie

acm™-base

• Warm Merino Wool
• Wicks away moisture
• Low profile pile
• Lightweight
• Covers ears
• 100% USA Materials and Construction

The Beanie will keep your dome warm, wick away moisture, and has
just enough extra material to double up over your ears when the
temperatures drop. It is constructed with flat seams for a great fit under
helmets. There is also low profile pile in key areas to attach IFF.
Experience lightweight high-performance Merino Wool!

MSRP: $44.99
Part # 14-00016
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Technical Apparel

Combat Anorak

™

• Quick pull center opening system
• Functions with your overall fighting system
• Silicone encapsulated nylon
• Multiple points of bungee adjustment
• Oversized
FirstSpear clothing was designed to function with your overall fighting
system and the Combat Anorak represents this vision. It is oversized
to work with you when you are wearing a helmet, body armor, and even
an assault pack.
Silicone encapsulated nylon gives you the best of both worlds in water/
wind resistance and breathability. Weighing in at only 1.2lbs (size large)
the Combat Anorak will also fit inside its own carry pouch to fit into an
external General Purpose Pocket or a pants pocket
330D Ambush (material used in Wind Cheater) doubles up on the
shoulders for extra wear resistance, added stability when shouldering
a rifle and improved sling attitude. Oversized hood for hats, helmets,
and NVGs. Multiple points of bungee adjustment to block out water/
wind and close up the garment for extreme weather.
The Combat Anorak has a unique feature which can make a critical
difference; a single quick pull exposes the center of your load carriage
and gives quick access to reloads and other critical assets.

MSRP: $372.66
Part #: 14-00006

Brawler

™

• Flame Retardant
• 6.5oz Tencate® Twill
• Zipper and button front
• Protective collar
• Breathable
• Mesh Pockets

The Brawler is a Flame Retardant (FR) shirt made with the
latest materials. Typically, FR Garments are stiff, uncomfortable,
and have a blocky fit due to the nature of the fabrics selected
in there construction. FirstSpear isn’t “typical”. The Brawler
uses advanced materials and enhanced design features to give
a wide range of uses.
The Brawler features a zipper front opening, reinforced with
webbing sewn buttons. This shirt also has a protective collar
that can be fastened up around your Neckie or left open, multi
positional cuffs, and a security strap to keep the sleeves rolled
up when desired. To make the most of hot weather versatility,
the Brawler has breathable mesh in the bottom and back of
the front pockets, arm pits, and across the entire back yoke.
All pockets feature mesh for drainage, standard FirstSpear IFF
oval fields, and basic organization features. The shirt has been
cut for shooting and moving. There is a slightly long tail to aid
in protective over-lap and concealed carry when required, with
a slight rise in the front to access your belt line when untucked.

MSRP: $189.99
Part #: 14-00045

855.349.4820

First-Spear.com
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Women's Valkyrie Field Pant

• Designed by KADRI Clothing for women by women
• Customize your fit, choose up to two sizes larger in the hips
• 11 Functional Pockets
• High-performance nylon/spandex blend with DWR Finish
• Mid-rise waist with two waist gussets,
• Fits up to 2" riggers belt
• Reinforced knees and seat with enhanced crotch gusset
• Berry Compliant Available
The Valkyrie Field Pant is designed with the adventure-tactical woman in mind.
The pant is made with a durable stretch nylon/spandex blend and is complete
with a water-repellent finish. These pants offer unique details to include a waist
gusset that provides up to 2” of stretch for added comfort and a mid-rise waist
style that allows a gun belt to sit comfortably on top of the hips and ease for
stretching. The belt loops accommodate a 2” belt and the front belt loops are
crossed to support carabiners and dummy cords.

There are 11 pockets throughout the pants. The front pockets are zippered to
provide a secure place to keep important items. The cargo pockets have a single
button closure and have external accessory pockets that will fit most common
pistol magazines. There are 2 back welt pockets that will hold an M4 magazine
or larger cell phone, while the calf pocket is perfect for a knife, flashlight, or
tampon.
The Waist-Hip Variation Representation (WHVR) Matrix is an exclusive new sizing
system designed by women for women. The KADRI revolutionary system provides
a customizable fit utilizing three points of measurement--waist, hip, and inseam.
These pants offer all the functionality required for the adventure-tactical woman
and outdoor enthusiast with the proper fit and a durable design.

MSRP: $220.00
Part #: 14-00001
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Technical Apparel

Centurion Pants
™

• Ripstop nylon and combed cotton
• Nano glide stretch mesh pockets
• Quick dry, breathable material
• Integrated low profile belt systems
• 100% USA Materials and Construction

The FirstSpear Centurion Pants are made from ripstop nylon and combed cotton,
and have been sized using the same standards as military uniforms. There are
many unique comfort features including nano glide stretch mesh pockets, quick
dry breathable materials, and an integrated low-profile belt system that uses
customized BioThane webbing and a jam lock buckle. Removable poron foam
inserts on your left and right inside hip let you carry your pistol, knife or phone
on the belt with total comfort. The belt loops on the Centurion Pants have been
spaced to accommodate on-the-belt carry and off-hand draw as needed. The
side pockets are made of 520 stretch fabric and will easily fit folding knives,
common pistol magazines, and similarly sized items.

Sizing Guide
MSRP: $121.30
Part #: 14-00040

Waist
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large
2X-Large

29-30"
32-34"
34-36"
36-38"
40-42"

Length
Short
Regular
Tall

30"
32"
36"

Centurion Shorts
™

• Quick drying
• Integrated low-profile belt system
• Nano glide stretch mesh pockets
• Ripstop nylon and combed cotton
• 11.5" Inseam
• 100% USA Materials and Construction
Packed full of features the Centurion Shorts from FirstSpear are a must
have. Designed alongside the Centurion Pants they share the same great
features. 100% Made in the USA with ripstop nylon and combed cotton.
A integrated low-profile belt adds security and is made of BioThane
webbing with a jam lock buckle. Some of the other features are nano
glide stretch mesh pockets, quick dry breathable materials, and removable
poron foam inserts for added comfort when used with a holster.

Sizing Guide
Waist
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large
2X-Large
Inseam

855.349.4820

29-30"
32-34"
34-36"
36-38"
40-42"
11.5"

First-Spear.com

MSRP: $106.30
Part #: 14-00052
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Rash Guard

• Ultralight compression fit
• Protects against rubbing and abrasion while wet
• Natural sun / UV protection
• Dries quickly
• 100% USA Materials and Construction

Constructed from a high-performance USA poly/spandex, the Rash Guard is
designed for a compression fit that dries extremely quick. Smooth flat seams
help protect skin from rubbing and abrasion commonly found in a maritime or
watersport environment.
It is great for protection against extended exposure to the sun. Integrated
low-profile thumbhole help keep sleeves in place when putting on equipment
or garments. Order your standard t-shirt size for a compressed fit and consider
stepping up 1-2 sizes for a more relaxed fit.
83% Polyester, 17% Spandex

Short Sleeve
MSRP: $53.88
Part #: 14-00046

Long Sleeve

MSRP: $59.40
Part #: 14-00051

Light Weight Assault Ghillie

™

• Lightweight
• Weather resistant
• Covers equipment
• Stretch cord for underarm

(LWAG)

Developed with Treadswift

Developed in conjunction with Treadswift, the LWAG is a lightweight concealment
cloak that can be used for disrupting visual, infrared, or thermal detection. Utilizing
lightweight, weather resistant mesh, and Trelleborg combination patterning, the LWAG
can be garnished as necessary or used as is. Generously sized to cover equipment,
but still easy to stow on your pack or load carriage, it has a stretch cord for under arm
positioning and a security strap for the front that can be adjusted for height and girth.
The hood of the LWAG is secured in place with large smock style buttons.

MSRP: $270.52
Part #: 15-00725

Jute Not Included
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Technical Apparel

Wind Cheater

™

• Ultralight breathable shell
• Durable Water Repellent (DWR) Finish
• Extra-large hood fits over helmets
• Made in USA

Filling the mid-weight niche of our technical apparel line, the
Wind Cheater has a Durable Water Repellent (DWR) Finish
and excellent wind shedding characteristics. It is also quiet and
flexible. The Wind Cheater features a large hood which fits over
helmets without a problem and is cut generously to aid in
movement. Low profile hook and loop attachment points are
provided to attach FirstSpear Cell Tags and IFF.
The Wind Cheater utilizes a Duro Ambush coating that has
been brushed on which allows it to breathe like a T-Shirt. The
Wind Cheater has also been designed to dry quickly. A standard
cuff tab and an extra large bicep pocket are found on each
sleeve and zippers under each arm (pit zips) allow for massive
airflow when desired. Finally, the Wind Cheater features
bungee/barrel lock adjustments for the hood, collar, and tail.
The Wind Cheater is "true to fit", your t-shirt size is your jacket
size. If you wear a large shirt and don't plan to layer heavily
underneath, go with a large Wind Cheater.

MSRP: $192.40
add $18.72 for MultiCam
Part #: 14-00011

Forager Cap

™

• Low nap pile for cell tags and patches
• Eye glass channels on front and back
• Ventilation and wicking properties
• Adjustable hook strap
• Extreme comfort

The Forager Cap is built with a slightly longer brim that gives
extra shade and has a preformed fold which allows you to
store it flat in your pocket. The front of the cap has a lightweight
breathable low nap pile that will let you apply a PVC Patch or
FS Cell Tag.
Eyeglass channels on the front and back keep your eye pro
in place and make it easy to keep a second pair of shades
handy for differing light conditions. The Forager Cap has
ventilation and wicking properties which help keep you cool
and dry. The ultra-lightweight mesh liner coupled with a
generous amount of adjustment on the back hook strap and
a small amount of stretch gives you a comfortable fit.

Standard Profile

MSRP: $ 39.51
add $2 for MultiCam
Part # 14-00015

855.349.4820

Low Profile

MSRP: $39.51
add $2 for MultiCam
Part # 14-00014

First-Spear.com
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Vision Augmentation System (VAS)
• Attaches to single or multi-tube systems
• Fully adjustable soft harness
• Comfortable fit
• Adjustable chin strap with positive lock hardware
• Boa® Head Band
• Easy cable management
• Attachment fields for IFF and the FirstSpear Battery Pack

The Vision Augmentation System (VAS) Soft Harness is a fully adjustable
soft head harness. It takes the experience gained from the FirstSpear
Helmet Cover and pairs it up with unique high-performance adjustment
systems to give you a perfect fit on the head or over the FS Beanie. The
VAS Soft Harness will let you rapidly attach your single or multi-tube
system and arm straight to it.

MSRP: $370.91
add $6 for MultiCam
Part #: 90-00085

Helmet Covers

Individually sized and 100% fit tested the FirstSpear Helmet Cover is designed to fit the Ops Core Maritime Cut or FAST Helmet, as well as the MICH/
ACH. A stretch fit ensures that it remains in place during Free Fall or Rotary Wing Operations and key areas of the cover have been manufactured to allow
access to night vision mounts and rail accessories. Loop is positioned in other locations for attachment of IFF capabilities. Perfect for changing your helmet’s
pattern, preserving its finish and dampening noise during impact, this cover is available in either a stretch solid/knit mesh “hybrid” or as an all solid stretch.

Hybrid–Ops Core

Solid Stretch-Ops Core

Fits Fast Ballistic, Carbon, Base Jump, and Sentry

Fits Fast Ballistic, Carbon, Base Jump, and Sentry

FAST Ballistic

MSRP: $85.20 +$3 for Multicam
Part #: 15-00084
Maritime
MSRP: $85.20 +$3 for Multicam
Part #: 15-00050

FAST Ballistic

MSRP: $85.20 +$3 for Multicam
Part #: 15-00081
Maritime
MSRP: $85.20 +$3 for Multicam
Part #: 15-00059

Hybrid–MICH/ACH

MSRP: $97.38 +$3 for Multicam
Part #: 15-00152

Battery Pocket
• Hook backing
• Holds battery pack
• Use with vision systems
• Versatile

MSRP: $53.17
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00514
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Tactical Hand-Warmer

• Fleece-lined
• Storage Pocket
• Attaches directly to a platform
• Strap included for use without a platform
• Includes storage bag

The Tactical Hand-Warmer is a perfect way to keep your fingers
warm on a cold day. The fleece-lined interior is soft and retains
heat exceedingly well. The Tactical Hand-Warmer can be attached
directly to your platform or worn on its own. When not needed, the
included attachment strap stows inside. An attached storage bag
allows the system to be packed small and tight. The Tactical
Hand-Warmer has additional pockets to hold “air activated hand
warmers” or other essential items. Cuffs allow for changes in length.
MSRP: $132.67
add $9 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00088

Stowable Waist Strap

Kojin Balaclava

• Heat and Flame resistant
• Meets UL and Navy standards
• Compatible with standard protective mask systems
• Can be used with helmet and shoulder protection
• Standard laundering

This Balaclava is flash and flame resistant and also will transfer
minimum thermal conductivity to the skin. The FirstSpear Kojin
Balaclava meets the rigorous standards set forth by the US Navy
for surface and submerged shipboard firefighting.

Shown with Asset
(Sold Separately on
Page 7)

Additionally the FS Kojin meets UL® standards and the specifications
set forth for "Protective Hood Structural Firefighting NFPA 1971,
2013 Edition". Compatible with current standard Protective Mask
Systems, smooth interlocked seams for interoperability with helmets
and integrated shoulder protection are all standard on the FS Kojin
Balaclava. 80% PFR Rayon™ and 20% Kevlar®, one size fits most,
all with simple standard laundering. Made in the USA.

MSRP: $56.15
Part #: 14-00023

855.349.4820

First-Spear.com
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Operator Glove

• Maximum manipulation
• Touch screen thumb and index finger
• High dexterity leather (FS-HDL) palm
• Improved breathability
• Berry Compliant Materials
• Assigned SOCOM NSN
Coming
Soon

Contact for Availability
Part #:14-00026
Sand
NSN: 8415-01-666

Multi Climate Glove
• Brushed micro fiber suede palm
• Digital texture grip
• Adjustable wrist
• Lightweight
• Breathable

MSRP: $35.99
Part #:14-00053

Commando Green
NSN: 8415-01-668

Thermal Protection Glove
• Protect hands and forearm
• Maximum manipulation and dexterity
• Extended gauntlet
• Pinched internal closure

Contact for Availability
Part #:14-00034

Cold Climate Glove
• Insulated
• Water resistant
• Allows basic trigger control
• Touch screen index finger
• Pittards Keratan Palm patch
• Adjustable wrist
MSRP: $84.99
Part #:14-00047
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F I R S T S P E A R

®

TM

Tubes Rapid-Release Technology
™

FirstSpear is in the business of providing innovative solutions to long unanswered
challenges. Our Tubes™ technology reaffirms that position. The common closure
method for most armor carriers on the market today is to join the cummerbund
in the front with hook & loop fasteners. This presents many performance failures.
The hook & loop adds weight and bulk, is noisy and wears out quickly, retains
water, mud and snow. From a safety standpoint the hook and loop closure flap
allows for cummerbund protection accessories like side plates and inflatable
flotation to shift position and misalign from where they should be to provide
maximum performance. The common release mechanisms found in vests utilize
a variety of cables, routed through a complex maze of channels. When
assembled correctly these can be clumsy, heavy, awkward and complicated to
reassemble, if assembled incorrectly the results can be catastrophic.
FirstSpear Tubes Rapid-Release Technology solved all these challenges. Quick
to close and even quicker to doff, Tubes fasteners are manufactured from
lightweight high-performance polymers that exceed the strength of other molded
fasteners currently used on operational equipment. Molded in signature
suppressive colors and with a variety of choices for activation, this closure
system can be rapidly deployed and completely reassembled in SECONDS.
Let FirstSpear show you how Tubes technology will improve performance,
enhance mission functionality, reduce weight and allow you to ditch the cable.

U.S. Patent No. 10051984

6/12 Modular Platform Technology
™

Weight! There are several philosophies on dealing with weight as it
applies to load carriage. Some development has occurred in lightweight
materials, but these tend to sacrificeU.S.
performance.
has taken
Patent FirstSpear
No. 9974379
a different approach.

The FirstSpear team invested more than a year developing and testing
the FirstSpear 6/12 Pocket Attachment System. It utilizes state of the art
fabric technologies to deliver a completely modular system, compatible
with standard MOLLE pockets. From adhesive heat-set backing to laser
cut precision attachment points, the 6/12 system is a completely new,
design-engineered solution that meets the need for modular, lightweight
load-carriage platforms and pockets.
Additionally, 6/12 provides greater fabric flexibility on unarmored platforms
and tighter mounting of pockets to create a cleaner silhouette that aides
in enhanced signature management and mobility. The 6/12 platform face
is completely slick when pockets are removed and allows for easy management of communications cables and wires.

• Up To 50% Reduction in Weight & Significantly Less Bulk
• Backward Compatible with Standard MOLLE/Pals
• Eliminates Pocket Shifting When Used With 6/12 Pockets
• Forward Compatible With FS Ultra-Lightweight 6/12 Pockets
• Enhanced Cable Management

Don’t Transfer The Weight,
Get Rid Of It!
22
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6/12 Modular Pocket Technology
™

Weight reduction is not just a buzz phrase at FirstSpear - it is an ethos demonstrated by the 6/12 pocket line.
Utilizing these pockets on FirstSpear 6/12 platforms allows the wearer to achieve a weight reduction of over 40%
without sacrificing performance and completely eliminates pocket shifting normally associated with traditional
MOLLE/PALS style pockets. By removing the heavy nylon webbing, polymer reinforcement and metal snaps of
the previous system, not only is weight reduced, but the overall profile of the pocket on the platform is significantly
condensed as well, allowing improved signature management in all visual, IR, and thermal spectrums.

U.S. Patent No. 9974379

Pocket Attachment Tabs Quickly
Slide into the 6/12TM Field

The Attachment Tabs
Fold into Place

Pocket is Now
Secured in Place

6/9 Modular Pocket Technology
™

Developed specifically for those Users who have not yet adopted FirstSpear 6/12 platforms, the 6/9 Modular
Pocket Technology is not only completely backward compatible with legacy MOLLE/ PALS style load carriage
or armor carrier platforms, but also offers significant weight reduction over traditional MOLLE/PALS pockets.
Due to the flexible nature of the attachment straps and tighter tolerances when compared to traditional MOLLE/
PALS, 6/9 pockets actually mount closer to the body and conform tighter to the platform.
Already adopted by Professional Users within the joint US Special Operations Forces community, this system
provides many advantages over the traditional MOLLE/PALS system and can further help facilitate transition
into the 6/12 Modular Pocket Technology where the ultimate in weight savings, signature management and
tight fit can be achieved.

U.S. Patent No. 9565922 B2

Cell Tags

™

FirstSpear has pioneered a unique and effective way to identify key and specific
personnel under passive and thermal night vision systems. A FirstSpear patented
process utilizing the latest reflective glow tapes and precision cutting and bonding
processes, this item will relay a call sign, identifier or other information on the
exterior of the User’s clothing or equipment (hook backed). This capability can be
tailored to include overt illumination glow tape, passive NIR or thermal or a
combination of both glow and IR. Turn to page 68 for FirstSpear's complete line
of cell tags
An all new alpha-numeric call sign / identifier that uses only nylon fabric backing and
NO glow or IR material. An extremely durable clear vinyl covers the fabric backer for
improved durability.

U.S. Patent No. 8540831

855.349.4820
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Strandhögg

™

• 6/12️ laser cut platform
• Tubes Rapid-Release Technology
• Comfort padding through body and shoulder straps
• Built-in ventilation channel on front and rear plate bag
• Overlap Cummerbund with loop interior

Maximizing the new lightweight 6/12 technology and rapid closure systems provided
by the Tubes fasteners, the Strandhögg Plate Carrier can be rapidly donned or doffed.
It is also capable of accepting the integrated inflatable flotation cummerbund. Using
a streamlined fit throughout, along with state of the art materials and production
technology, the Strandhögg is easily tailored for comfort, ventilation, and fit. The
interior pocket includes foam for added comfort when used with a stand-alone plate.
The internal foam is easily removable and replaced with cut to fit soft armor inserts
for use with ballistic plates.
Responding to a specific request from a FirstSpear Professional User at the Tip of
the Spear, the Overlap Cummerbund has been designed and engineered to provide
additional overlapping soft armor at the front side of the plate carrier where the Tubes
closure system meets. The additional soft armor tucks in behind the Tubes fasteners
allowing full opening and closing of the vest.
The body side of the Cummerbund has been modified to allow the attachment of
Ragnar Pockets so that magazines and other items can be held in close to the body
making for an even more streamlined silhouette. This feature is particularly attractive
for users trying to carry more magazines than the traditional front-loading of a carrier
will allow. The Overlap Cummerbund is also useful in tubular assaults or work in the
tight confines of a conventional vehicle.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

SAPI

MBAV

MSRP: $486.92
add $25 for MultiCam
SAPI Cut
Part #: 12-00026
MBAV Cut
Part #: 12-00013

Comfort Padded
Shoulder Straps

Extra Large Ventilation Channel
and Comfort Padding

855.349.4820

First-Spear.com
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Assaulter Armor Carrier

™

(AAC)

• Lightest of all plate carriers
• Lowest profile vest
• Includes Overlap Cummerbund
• Quick release Tubes technology
• Multiple front and back panel options
• 6/12 laser cut platform

Purpose built for Direct Action user roles, the Assaulter Armor Carrier (AAC)
utilizes the latest in First Spear Technology to keep weight to an absolute minimum
while maintaining true mission flexibility. The AAC is the lightest plate carrier and
has the lowest profile. It has minimal padding on the shoulder straps which helps
keep you streamlined. It is cut to fit either "Swimmer" or ESAPI/SPEAR cut
ballistic plates, backed with an unpadded water-resistant nylon mesh. Designed
to quickly shed water and aid in the transition from over the beach to over the
hills.
This carrier can be configured with the CTFSS cummerbund, BC Inserts and soft
armor ballistic inserts (to support in conjunction ballistic hard plates) as required.
The AAC standard cummerbund will accept side plates and soft armor inserts.
Both wings of the AAC Plate Carrier's front panel have pockets with adjustable
tie downs which can hold radios similar to the size and shape of the AN/PRC-148
(MBITR) or AN/PRC-152 (MBHH) and can even be adjusted to fit the 60 Round
Surefire M4 Magazine. The AAC utilizes the latest in FirstSpear technologies
including the 6/12 pocket attachment system and Tubes technology. This is a
state of the art capability designed to support all types of operations.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

SAPI

Swimmer

AAC 6/12 Modular Front, SAPI Cut (Sized)
AAC MultiMag Front Panel
AAC 6/12 Modular Back, SAPI Cut (Sized)
AAC Shoulder Strap Kit (Sized)
AAC Shoulder Sleeves
AAC 6/12 Overlap Cummerbund (Sized) page 35
Adaptive Cummerbund (Sized) page 29
AAC Tubes 2" Bellyband
Adaptive 2" Bellyband page 29
Instants Adjust Back Panel
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Part #:
12-00065
12-00302
12-00080
15-00206
15-00178
15-00381
15-00445
15-00163
15-00547
15-00242

MSRP:
$155.99
$205.98
$115.80
$56.71
$18.88
$167.60
$186.70
$27.10
$84.08
$211.82

+Multicam
$9
$8
$9
$3
$3
$8
$12
$4
$6
$8

Platforms

1) Select Front Panel

6/12 Modular Front SAPI

Multimag™ Front Panel

AAC Modular Back

Instant Adjust Back Panel

AAC Shoulder Straps

AAC Shoulder Sleeves

Part #: 12-00065

Learn More on Page 28
Part #: 12-00302

2) Select Back Panel

Part #: 12-00080

Learn More on Page 28
Part #: 15-00242

3) Select Shoulder Options

Part #: 15-00206

Part #: 15-00178

4) Select Cummerbund

Overlap Cummerbund
Learn More on Page 35
Part #: 15-00381

2" Bellyband

Part #: 15-00163

Adaptive Cummerbund

Learn More on Page 29
Part #: 15-00445

2" Adaptive Bellyband

Learn More on Page 29
Part #: 15-00547

Work with Instant Adjust Back Panel

855.349.4820
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MultiMag Front Panel
™

• 3 built-in Multimag Rapid-Adjust pockets
• Pockets secure a wide range of magazines
• Tubes technology
• Lightest, most streamlined front panel

We have rebuilt the lightest, most streamlined vest,
the Assaulter Armor Carrier, and integrated our revolutionary MultiMag Rapid-Adjust technology into the
front panel. This panel now has an even lower profile
with less material and enhanced strength, all with the
ability to secure a wide range of firearm magazines
and similarly sized items with the Boa® System. It
allows for precise micro-adjustability of the pocket to
fit any size magazine you may need. Don or doff your
plate carrier in seconds with the Tubes fasteners.
Upgrade to the AAC Multimag Front, swap out the old
one instantly with the Tubes fasteners. You are ready
to go, no pocket mounting required!
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

SAPI

MSRP: $205.98
add $8 for MultiCam
Part #: 12-00302

Front Panel Only

AAC Instant Adjust Back Panel
• Rapidly adjust cummerbund size
• Quickly swap from land to maritime cummerbund
• Full 6/12 fabric back
• Four - 4" Tubes fasteners included
• Requires Adaptive Cummerbund or Belly Band

The Instant Adjust Back Panel integrates seamlessly with the FirstSpear Adaptable
Cummerbund along with any existing FS front panel utilizing our revolutionary Tubes
Technology to form a highly flexible and adaptable fighting platform. The easy access flap
allows access to two points of adjustment located on the back panel allowing for a
pre-arranged second set of Tubes fasteners. When it is required to adjust your cummerbund
size to accommodate the transition from Dry Suits, CBRNE Suits, or cold weather clothing,
simply attach the cummerbund to the second set of tubes fasteners for instantaneous size
changing. The panel also allows you to quickly swap from a land-based cummerbund to
an integrated maritime flotation cummerbund or the Adaptive 2" Belly Band. It is designed
to integrate with any FirstSpear systems that use Tubes on the Front Panel.
This item requires a FirstSpear Adaptive Cummerbund or Belly Band (Tubes on the Front and Back)
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

SAPI

MSRP: $211.82
add $8 for MultiCam
SAPI Cut
Part #: 12-00242
MBAV Cut
Part #: 12-00276
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Adaptive Cummerbund

• Tubes technology
• Quickly swap between land and maritime cummerbunds
• Requires Instant Adjust Back Panel or Attachment Panel
• Adjust your back insert one time
• Designed for soft armor inserts

Mission effectiveness is all about flexibility, the objective, environment and what you need to
carry is often times changing. The Adaptive Cummerbund provides the flexibility to change with
it. It allows you to quickly swap between land and maritime cummerbunds without the hassle of
hook and loop. In order to attach this cummerbund, you must use the attachment panel or the
Instant Adjust Back Panel to give you a place to connect the Tubes fasteners. This cummerbund
allows you to adjust your back insert for where you want your Tubes fasteners placed and how
tight you want your carrier only one time, rather than having to re-adjust when switching between
land and maritime. Now you can switch from land to flotation cummerbunds as fast as you can
release a Tube fasteners! Cummerbunds are sized and available for all current ballistic soft
armor inserts. Optional side plate pockets are available. The optional attachment panel is for
the rear of the carrier only. This cummerbund is only designed to work with FirstSpear carriers
with Tubes technology on the front.
Soft Armor Ballistic Inserts complying with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification requirements are available
from FirstSpear for an additional fee. Please call for pricing.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

Cummerbund Fits Standard 6x6 Side
Plates. Extended Flaps Available for 6x8
TUBES

Emergency
Flotation
(Optional)

Flotation Cummerbund
Land
MSRP: $186.70
add $12 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00445
Flotation
MSRP: $1,177.60
Part #: 15-00479
Attachment Panel*
MSRP: $50.90
Part #: 15-00446

Land Cummerbund

Attachment Panel

*Required If Not Using Instant Adjust Back Panel

Adaptive

2" Bellyband

• Integrates with Plate Carriers and Tubes
• Connects front and back panels
• Tubes technology on both ends
• Allows for smaller cummerbund

Integrating seamlessly with FirstSpear Plate Carriers via Tubes
fasteners, this popular 2" Bellyband Accessory now lets you connect
front panels to back panels that have either the FirstSpear Back
Panel Adapter or Instant Adjust Back Panel. This comes in handy
when running a carrier without a full-sized cummerbund is desired.
*Requires Instant Adjust Back Panel or Attachment Panel

TUBES

MSRP: $84.08
add $6 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00547
Shown with the AAC Instant Adjust Back Panel (Page 28). Offers
quick and easy cummerbund adjustment with pre-positioned male
Tubes.

855.349.4820
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Siege-R Optimized
™

• SPEAR/BALCS armor cut
• Internal belly band (removable)
• 6/12 laser cut platform
• Rapid-release Tubes technology
• Loop field on front and back panels

After collecting and analyzing years of valuable feedback from users about our popular
Siege R, we are proud to release the NEW Siege-R Optimized. The standard
shoulder pads are padded and fully adjustable, including two sets of Tubes fasteners
in the front and back for rapid switch-out to the enhanced MASS Shoulder System.
The front and back plate pockets are internal to the vest, making the system slimmer
and better suited for confined & tubular spaces.
The internal belly band is now removable for those who do not wish to use it all the
time. The exterior cummerbund is enhanced in the back with the new FirstSpear
high-performance elastic webbing. Finally, our quick drying airflow mesh is utilized
on the interior to reduce overall weight and shed water quickly. The new Siege-R
truly is Optimized for all missions and conditions!
Ballistic Armor Inserts complying with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification requirements are
available from FirstSpear for an additional fee. Please contact us for armor options and pricing.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

SPEAR/BALCS

MSRP: $664.78
add $26 for MultiCam
Part #: 12-00145

M.A.S.S.
Modular Armor Supplement System
™

™

• Increased armor protection
• Does not affect Tubes quick release function
• Multiple ballistic protection levels available
• Designed for Siege-R Optimized or Strandhögg carriers
• Run as a system or individual components
• Components attach to a vest (Sold Separately)

Shown with Siege-R Optimized (Sold Separately)

M.A.S.S. Shoulder Pads
Call for Pricing
Part #: 15-00392
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M.A.S.S. Bicep

Call for Pricing
Part #: 15-00071

M.A.S.S. Collar

M.A.S.S. Throat Guard

Groin Protector 6/12

M.A.S.S. Shoulder Straps

Call for Pricing
Part #: 15-00069

Call for Pricing
Part #: 15-00110

Call for Pricing
Part #: 15-00073

MSRP: $41.90 add $2 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00359

Crime Suppression Vest

™

Platforms

(CSV)

• External carrier for soft body armor
• Tubes quick release technology
• Lightweight 6/12 platform
• Internal cummerbund for support

A more advanced modular external carrier for your issued concealable soft
body armor. The Crime Suppression Vest, features a FirstSpear Tube
closure on the cummerbund and FirstSpear 6/12 technology throughout
the system, allowing you to scale the platform to meet the mission profile
from patrol to plainclothes crime suppression. The CSV also features an
internal cummerbund to provide additional support and stability.
Ballistic Armor Inserts complying with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification
requirements are available from FirstSpear for an additional fee. Please contact us for armor options
and pricing.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

Concealable

MSRP: $477.38
Part #: 12-00299

First On

™

• Goes on quickly
• Lightweight
• Tubes closure system
• Integrated magazine pouches
• Loop Field
• General purpose pocket

A Plate Carrier designed and developed out of specific need for those who find themselves
first to a crisis. The First On will go on quickly and easily over your duty soft armor and
blouse. Keeping essential features in the forefront of the design and removing items that
will not be required for limited duration use, the First On keeps weight and bulk to an
absolute minimum while utilizing FirstSpear's Tubes closure system to make for a speedy
on and off. Magazine pouches integrated for standard 30 round 5.56 Patrol Carbine and
shoulder attachments are in place for most common radio hand mics.
Features

TUBES

Shooter/
Swimmer

MSRP: $118.16
Part #: 12-00157

855.349.4820
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Ragnar Vest
™

™

• Loop fabric for pocket attachment
• Four special built-in pockets
• Highly versatile
• Works with Ragnar Tubes Cummerbund

Named for the intrepid explorer and cunning warrior Ragnar Lodbrok, this
vest and its accessory components are suited for a wide variety of roles and
circumstances. The carrier is covered in loop fabric and can be altered with
different cummerbunds. Four special built-in pockets with retention tabs allow
for storage of accessories based upon situational requirements. You can
upgrade the cummerbund to the Ragnar Tubes Tactical Cummerbund to
increase functionality. This is a great multi-mission vest with the sort of
flexibility that allows you to use one system for a variety of profiles.
Ballistic Armor Inserts complying with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification requirements
are available from FirstSpear for an additional fee. Please contact us for armor options and pricing.
Features

TUBES SPEAR/BALCS
(Optional)

MSRP: $484.58
add $55 for MultiCam
Part #: 12-00115

Standard Cummerbund Shown

Ragnar

™

Tubes Tactical Cummerbund
™

Shown with Tubes Tactical Cummerbund Page 32 and Stretch
Carbine Triple Pocket Page 45, Both Sold Separately.

™

• Designed for the Ragnar Vest
• Quick release Tubes Technology
• Four special pockets with shock cord retention
• Allows you to get in an out of your vest with ease

The Tubes Tactical Cummerbund is offered as an upgrade to the Ragnar
Vest. It comes with four special pockets with shock cord retention for
storing accessories such as magazines. The cummerbund has tubes
which connect at the front to keep your Ragnar Vest secure. Get in and
out of your Ragnar in seconds with Tube Technology!
Ballistic Armor Inserts complying with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification
requirements are available from FirstSpear for an additional fee. Please contact us for armor
options and pricing.
Features

TUBES

MSRP: $111.09
add $19 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00241
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Deceptor

™

• Concealable vest system
• Compatible with Ragnar pockets
• Designed for low profile SAPI special threat plates
• Stretch and non-stretch shoulder straps included

Designed to conceal rifle velocity protective plates in high threat environments,
the Deceptor will discretely hold a pair of special threat plates and two 6” X 6” Rifle
Side Plates. Pockets from the Ragnar Series can be quickly attached to the front
or the back of the carrier as well. The Deceptor shines with SAPI cut plates in the
2.2 to 4.5 pound medium-sized weight range which are .25” or thinner. For larger,
thicker, or heavier plates, you need to consider another capability. This carrier
comes with stretch and non-stretch shoulder straps to accommodate user comfort
preference.
FirstSpear has a range of soft armor inserts cut in plate shapes as well as our UC Special Threat Plate that
will fit the Deceptor. These plates comply with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification
requirements. Additionally, the soft armor cummerbund of the popular NOC will fit onto this carrier. Soft armor
and UC Special Threat Plates restricted to GOVT, Military, and Law Enforcement Only.
Features

SAPI

MSRP: $245.45
Part #: 90-00054

Non-Official Cover (NOC)
™

™

• Concealable vest system
• Easy to size
• Slim design
• Side panel system eliminates ballistic gaps
• Moisture-wicking anti-microbial fabric

Contact FirstSpear for Pricing,
Sizing, and Availability

Soft Armor Ballistic Inserts
Available for NIJ Category
IIIA.06 or Specific Military
Requirements as Requested
Custom Sized-Not Able to be
Returned or Exchanged

The FirstSpear NOC is the first concealable vest system that provides
true flexibility and superior comfort, allowing the wearer to tailor his or
her protective equipment to a specific assignment or situation. This
capability, when used in conjunction with a FirstSpear Slick or First On,
gives the FirstSpear Professional User the ability to easily adjust his or
her individual ballistic protection level. With a slim fit and unique style
lines the NOC has a simplified sizing scheme that eliminates all the
previous sizing and sustainment challenges formerly found in traditional
concealable soft armor carriers.

855.349.4820
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The Slick

™

Ultra Lightweight Plate Carrier

• Lightweight minimalist carrier
• Worn underneath garments
• Soft and comfortable fabric
• Holds "Swimmer" or SAPI ballistic plates
Designed for wear underneath garments or Load Carriage Platforms, The Slick is light
and comfortable. The soft material can be folded up and stashed in your cargo pocket
when not needed. Cut to fit either "Swimmer" or SPEAR ballistic plates, this is a
minimalist carrier and not designed to be an outer most carrier for Tactical Operations.
Features

SAPI

Swimmer

MSRP: $101.62
Swimmer
Part #:12-00073
SAPI
Part #:12-00076

Discreet Operations Vest

™

(DOV)

• Loop panels for Ragnar pockets
• Secures with a zipper or elastic straps
• Easily connects to any belt
• Rear mounted high stretch cummerbund
• Wide elastic shoulder straps
• Extremely lightweight and low volume

The Discreet Operations Vest (DOV) is built as modular augmentation to
products like the NOC or the Slick, it also performs fantastically as a
standalone load carriage platform. Stretch hooks integrate quickly and
seamlessly onto the Line One Belt or for more deliberate uses, there are
elastic loops above the stretch hooks that your Line One Belt can be feed
through directly.
Clean and open in the back, adjustment is easily accomplished with a rear
mounted high stretch cummerbund. Wide elastic shoulder straps provide
comfort and a stable opposed fit with the front. The two front panels of the
DOV accept the wide range of FirstSpear Ragnar Pockets. The DOV can
be worn zipped in the front or open with the provided stretch straps for more
concealment. Positioned tabs over the DOV facilitate the managements of
PTT’s, cable, and spoon deployed ordnance as well as antennae management.
Extremely light weight and low volume.
Note-One wide and two narrow hook and loop stretch straps included to secure vest
without zipper.

MSRP: $110.31
Part #: 12-00267
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Overlap Cummerbund

• Provides additional coverage where Tubes fasteners connect
• Allows for Ragnar pocket attachment on the inside
• 6/12 material on the outside
• Integrates with a number of FirstSpear carriers

Responding to a specific request from a FirstSpear professional user at the tip
of the spear, the Overlap Cummerbund has been designed and engineered to
provide additional overlapping soft armor at the front side of the plate carrier
where the Tubes technology closure system meets. The additional soft armor
tucks in behind the Tubes fasteners allowing full opening and closing of the vest.
The body side of the Cummerbund has been modified to allow the attachment
of Ragnar pockets so that magazines and other items can be held close to the
body making for an even more streamlined silhouette. This feature is particularly attractive for users trying to carry more magazines than traditional
front-loading will allow. It also makes tubular assaults and working in the tight
confines of a conventional vehicle much easier. The overlap cummerbund will
integrate with a number of FirstSpear carriers including the SAPI or MBAV cut
Strandhögg and Assaulter Armor Carrier.
Shown with Strandhögg and Ragnar (hook backed) pockets - Sold Separately
Soft Armor Ballistic Inserts complying with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification requirements
are available from FirstSpear for an additional fee. Please call for pricing.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

MSRP: $167.60
add $8 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00381

Cummerbund Fits Standard 6x6 or 6x8 Side Plates

Retro-Fit Cummerbund 6/12

™

• Uses 6/12 and Tubes technology
• Compatible with hook and loop flap carriers
• Includes a free 6/12 pocket
• Accepts soft armor inserts

The Retro-Fit Cummerbund takes advantage of FirstSpear’s revolutionary
6/12 & Tubes Technology without changing your entire load carriage
platform. This kit is compatible with carriers which utilize traditional hook
and loop flap systems and rear MOLLE or cummerbund pass-through
channel. It accepts soft armor inserts and 6"x6" hard plates.
Soft Armor Ballistic Inserts complying with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification
requirements are available from FirstSpear for an additional fee. Please call for pricing.

Kit Includes:
• 6/12 & Tubes Cummerbund
• All necessary attachment parts
• A free 6/12 pocket for holding a pistol mag,
light, or multi-tool.

Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

MSRP: $217.85
add $12 for MultiCam
Part #: 90-00003

Cummerbund Fits Standard 6x6 Side Plates
Extended Flaps Available For 6x8

855.349.4820
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"The Joker "
™

Jungle Operations Airborne Capable Chest Rig
• Tubes Closure System
• Lightweight, fast drying design
• 6/9, and MOLLE compatible
• Preset height adjustment

Shoulder
Harness
Design By:

Integrating some of the most desirable features for Tropical Warfare Operations
into a load carriage platform FirstSpear has teamed with professional users
to bring you the JOKER. Utilizing the best in lightweight resilient materials and
advanced construction techniques the JOKER works well with the MIKE Force
Pack (MFP) to give freedom of movement and comfort. The JOKER will accept
the FS SSV In-the-Belt Holster on either the left or right side as well as
accessory pockets from the Ragnar Line in the inside front pockets. Advanced
foam integration not only provides comfort for the wearer while transporting a
fire load but also provides neutral buoyancy to help offset the load during a
water crossing.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

MSRP: $249.99
add $11 for MultiCam
Part #: 12-00206

Viking Patrol Harness

™

(VPH)

• 6/12 side panels
• 3 magazine pockets
• Radio pouch
• Arctic canteen pocket included
• General purpose pocket with pistol pockets

The VPH features 3 fixed full flapped magazine pockets each capable of
holding one or two 30-round 5.56 magazines and a fixed radio pouch that
holds radios of similar size to the AN/PRC-148 MBITR. Modular 6/12
Panels on each side will accept the complete line of FirstSpear pockets
as well as any older pockets using a MOLLE style PALS compatible
attachment system.
The Viking Patrol Harness comes with an arctic canteen pocket and a
cold weather general purpose pocket with 2 external pistol magazine
pockets. The VPH has longer than usual shoulder and back straps to
secure it over multiple layers of clothing and is available in the ATACS
ATX pattern. All materials and hardware for this harness are Mil-Spec or
better and are resistant to Infrared Visual Augmentation Systems.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

MSRP: $330.99
Part #: 90-00052

GP Pocket w/ Pistol Pockets,
(Included)
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Arctic Canteen Pocket,
(Included)

Platforms

Modular Fight Strap

™

• 6/12 Laser Cut platform
• Worn over arm or as chest rig
• Works with 6/9, 6/12, Ragnar, and MOLLE
• Loop sided interior
The Modular Fight Strap makes for the ultimate easy to store
quick load carriage platform. It can be quickly tossed or slung
over one arm or worn as a simplified chest rig. Either side accepts
FirstSpear 6/9 pockets or conventional MOLLE pockets, FirstSpear ultralight 6/12 pockets on the nylon side and Ragnar
pockets on the body side making the Modular Fight Strap the
ultimate equipment manager.
Features

*Pockets Not Included

6/12 Laser Cut

MSRP: $45.43
add $8 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00440

Fight Straps

5.56, 7.62, AK-47, MP5, P90, UMP
• Rapidly accessible and quickly deployed
• Lightweight and low profile
• Holds 5 magazines
• Looped handle
• Can be worn over clothing or armor
The Fight Strap is a rapidly accessible and quickly deployed magazine bandoleer that can
be used for resupply or direct action. Lightweight, low profile, and easy to put on. The Fight
Strap holds 5 magazines of several different weapon types. A looped handle makes it easy
to pull the Fight Strap out of the Exigent Circumstance Pack or Comm Pack. The same
handle can also be used to carabiner several straps together in resupply.
The Fight Strap can be worn over clothing or armor, or as an augment to your Assaulter's
Gun Belt or other load carriage platforms. This is a simple piece of equipment that can be
used to help define your specific load needs in training or as a force augmentation in
operational scenarios.

Fight Strap 5.56

Part #: 10-00134, MSRP: $92.51 add $6 for MultiCam

Fight Strap 7.62

Part #: 10-00136, MSRP: $92.51 add $6 for MultiCam

Fight Strap AK-47

Part #: 10-00413, MSRP: $92.51 add $6 for MultiCam

Fight Strap MP5

Part#: 10-00635, MSRP: $92.51 add $6 for MultiCam

Fight Strap P90

Part #: 10-00633, MSRP: $92.51 add $6 for MultiCam

Fight Strap UMP

Part #: 10-00625, MSRP: $92.51 add $6 for MultiCam

855.349.4820
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maritime

Platforms

Bullfrog

™

• Versatile maritime system
• Sealed flotation foam inserts
• Tubes technology
• 6/12 platform
• SAPI Front MBAV Back
Designed and developed for the world’s
finest amphibious light infantry forces, the
Bullfrog is an integrated maritime system
that employs buoyancy augmentation,
ballistic survival, and tactical modularity
all in one platform. Making use of environmentally sealed flotation foam inserts that
are modular and mission adaptable, the
Bullfrog is slightly buoyant all on its own. The Bullfrog also includes FirstSpear
Buoyancy Compensators which offer 10lbs of lift per set (size M-XL). The
BCs are user configurable for either left or right-handed operators. This
design is adaptable to the belt-mounted TFSS Flotation System or Flotation
Cummerbund. For the best possible performance, the Bullfrog should be
paired with either the FirstSpear Neutrally Buoyant Ballistic Plate (FS-NBBP)
or the FirstSpear Patrol Plate.
Ballistic Armor Inserts complying with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification requirements
are available from FirstSpear for an additional fee. Please contact us for armor options and pricing.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

Diveable

SAPI Front

MBAV Back

Government Use Only
MSRP: $1,065.72
Part #: 90-00084
FirstSpear Buoyancy
Compensators

Tactical Flotation
Support System
™

• Belt mounted
• Easily deployed
• CO2 inflated
• Sold as a pair

The Tactical Flotation Support
System (TFSS) is an inflatable
flotation device specifically
designed for combat swimmers, or
maritime airborne operations
personnel. It has been designed
and tested for use during egress from a submerged structure of any type.
Will provide 45 lbs of positive flotation in seawater at a depth of 33 ft.,
57 lbs of positive flotation at a depth of 15 ft., and 80 lbs of flotation on
the surface, allowing the wearer a maximum load-out of equipment.

Environmentally Sealed
Flotation Foam Inserts

Overlap Flotation Cummerbund
• 6/12 Tubes cummerbund
• Easily installed
• Provides the same lift as the TFSS
• Two CO2 inflatable bladders

6/12 & TUBES System with integrated flotation. Built around the
Tactical Flotation Support System (TFSS), the FirstSpear Overlap
Flotation Cummerbund is easily installed and provides the same
amount of lift as the standard TFSS.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

Emergency
Flotation

(Sold as a Pair)

Features

MSRP: $889.10
add $10 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00180

Emergency
Flotation

Government Use Only
MSRP: $544.86
Part #: 15-00080

855.349.4820
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AAC Frog Kit

™

• ANU certified
• Tubes Technology
• 6/12 Panels
• Compatible with Rebreather Harness Kit
• Configurable for sub-surface infiltration

Evolving the transition from Land to Maritime Operations even further, FirstSpear
introduces the Assaulter Armor Carrier Frog Kit. This system configures quickly for the
full spectrum of operational environments. Utilizing the AAC Instant Adjust Back Panel
and Adaptive Cummerbunds the Frog Kit allows for individual customization. Tubes
technology in the Instant Adjust Back can be preset for different sizing requirements,
changing from a dry suit to standard dress. FirstSpear Tubes fasteners allow for quick
donning and doffing along with the ability to change cummerbunds rapidly. 6/12 Modular
Sections on the front panel, back panel, and cummerbunds allow installation of FirstSpear
Modular Pockets based on an individuals preferences.
The AAC Frog Kit can be utilized with the separately purchased Rebreather Harness
Kit and configured for sub-surface infiltration.
Ballistic Armor Inserts complying with NIJ Category IIIA.06 or specific Military Specification requirements are
available from FirstSpear for an additional fee. Please contact us for armor options and pricing.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

Diveable

Emergency
Flotation

SAPI

Swimmer

Government Use Only
MSRP: $2,610.57
Part #: 90-00105

a

b

c
Instant Adjust Back Panel
with Land Cummerbund

d

e

f

g

i
h

a Front Panel

f BCs with Hose Kit

Adjust Back Panel
b Instant
with shoulder straps

g 2” Belly Band

c Land Cummerbund

h Shoulder Sleeves

d Flotation Cummerbund

i

Cord and Tube Holders (6)
Rebreather Not Included
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MultiMag Rapid-Adjust Pocket
™

• Precise adjustable retention
• Holds a wide range of magazines and similarly sized items
• Integrates the Boa® Fit System
• Ultralight 6/9 pocket - weighs just over 2 oz
Introducing the MultiMag Rapid-Adjust Pocket. Featuring patented adjustment and retention
hardware, the operator can quickly adjust their pocket to fit a wide range of firearm magazines and
other similar sized items.
The MultiMag Rapid-Adjust Pocket is designed to run right out of the box with no inserts required.
The Boa® System allows for precise micro-adjustability of the pocket to fit any size magazine you
may need.
compatible
6/9 | molle
MSRP: $51.83
add $2 for MultiCam

Part #: 10-00707

precise

adjustable
retention

Speed Reload Inserts (Optional)
• Customizable magazine height
• Provides extra retention
• Pistol or rifle magazine
MSRP: $9.53-$11.65
Part #: 15-008XX

Molded Speed Tab Kit (Optional)
• Low profile retention
• Works well even when muddy
• Tabs can be gripped from either direction
• Kit contains 2 tabs and 2 cords
MSRP: $4.65
Part #: 15-00817
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Pockets

Shown with
Molded Speed Tab Kit
(Sold Separately)
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Pistol Magazine Pockets

Speed Reload

Standard

Available for most pistol magazines

Single

6/12 6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $37.80
add $2 for MultiCam
Contact for Part #

Double

6/12 6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $52.34
add $2 for MultiCam
Contact for Part #

Triple

6/12 6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $73.04
add $3 for MultiCam
Contact for Part #

6/12
Weight: 0.060 lbs.
MSRP: $20.67
add $2 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00130
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.070 lbs.
MSRP: $20.67
add $2 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00452

Rifle Magazine Pockets

Double

Triple

6/12
Weight: 0.105 lbs.
MSRP: $34.58
add $3 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00129
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.115 lbs.
MSRP: $34.58
add $3 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00453

6/12
Weight: 0.135 lbs.
MSRP: $42.59
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00124
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.145 lbs.
MSRP: $42.59
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00454

M4 Single

M4 Double

M4 Speed
Reload

M4 "Ranger"
Shingle

M4 3 Mag "Ranger" Shingle

6/12
MSRP: $42.57
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00119

6/12
MSRP: $59.08
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00126

6/12
MSRP: $46.24
add $3 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00149

6/12
MSRP: $42.53
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00419

6/12
MSRP: $84.44
add $5 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00240

6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $42.57
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00421
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Single

6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $59.08
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00422

6/9 molle
|
compa
tible
MSRP: $46.24
add $3 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00420

6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $42.53
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00255

6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $84.44
add $5 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00224

Pockets

Combo Magazine Pockets

M4 Speed Reload Double with pistol pockets

M4 Speed Reload Triple with pistol pockets

6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $108.81
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00608

6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $157.56
add $6 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00607

Ragnar Pocket Series
™

a

Mini Admin

b

Carbine, Double

c

Radio Pocket

MSRP: $28.39, add $2 FOR MC
Part #: 10-00726

These flat pockets are all full hook backed for
fast attachment or removal from the Ragnar Vest,
Deceptor, DOV, Overlap/Adaptive Cummerbund
and any other FS equipment that utilizes loop
fields. Magazine pockets incorporate loop pile
front and tweave stretch fabric with a trelleborg
friction backing.

MSRP: $54.53, add $3 FOR MC
Part #: 10-00724

Available for PRC-148 and PRC-152
MSRP: $56.71, add $3 FOR MC
Part #: 10-00530

d

e

Motorola Radio

For Inside Cummerbund
MSRP: $36.35, add $2 FOR MC
Part #: 10-00723

a
e

Carbine, Triple

MSRP: $82.72, add $3 FOR MC
Part #: 10-00493

f

Pistol 2 Mag

g

Carbine, Single

b

MSRP: $52.00, add $3 FOR MC
Part #: 10-00494

g

MSRP: $30.66, add $2 FOR MC
Part #: 10-00725

Available, Not Shown

7.62X51 Single

c

d
f

MSRP: $30.66, add $2 FOR MC
Part #: 10-00764
*Does Not Fit 20 round HK 417*

Patrol Radio

MSRP: $45.43 add $3 for MC
Part #: 10-00604 (General Use)

855.349.4820
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Patrol Radio Pouch

• Will accommodate most public safety radios
• Hook and loop for security
• Allows for quick access to your radio
• Available in 6/9 and 6/12 attachment styles

6/12
Weight: 0.12 LBS.
MSRP: $43.82
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00278

Night Vision Goggle Pocket

• Fits dual tube and binocular style vision systems
• Holds vision systems with mount in place
• Oversized to accommodate supplies
• 6/9 attachment style only

compatible
6/9 | molle
Weight: 0.13 LBS.
MSRP: $43.82
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00467

6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.395 lbs.
MSRP: $76.80
add $5 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00516

Cuff Pouch

Divided Stash Pocket

• Designed for organizing smaller items
• Can be attached directly to armor carrier
• Keeps tools secure
• External pile square for cell tags or patches

6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.300 lbs.
MSRP: $70.89
add $7 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00410
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• Holds handcuffs
• Hook and loop closure
• Durable
• Single and double available
6/9 |

molle
compatible

Single Cuff Pouch

   Weight: 0.08 lbs.
  MSRP: $29.21
  add $3 for MultiCam
  Part #: 10-00468

6/9 |

molle
compatible

Double Cuff Pouch

   Weight: 0.09 lbs.
  MSRP: $31.64
  add $3 for MultiCam
  Part #: 10-00469
  Note-Will Only Hold Single ASP

Pockets

General Purpose Pocket

Small

Medium

Large

• Designed to hold smaller items
• Dual zipper closing
• Streamlined
• Versatile

• Flat pocket
• Elastic webbing loops
• Loop pockets can fit variously sized items
• Dual zipper and G Hook closure

• Flat pocket
• Zippered mesh internal compartment
• Several pockets inside
• Dual Zipper and G Hook closure
• Button Hole for hydration or
communication wire

6/12
Weight: 0.13 lbs.
Length: 5.5", Width: 2", Depth: 2"
MSRP: $31.80 add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00150
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.155 lbs.
Length: 5.5", Width: 2", Depth: 2"
MSRP:$31.80 add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00463

6/12
Weight: 0.27 lbs.
Length: 5", Width: 6", Depth: 2"
MSRP: $53.55 add $8 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00152
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.31 lbs.
Length: 5", Width: 6", Depth: 2"
MSRP: $53.55 add $8 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00464

6/12
Weight: 0.345 lbs.
Length: 7", Width: 7", Depth: 2"
MSRP: $64.51 add $8 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00153
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.385 lbs.
Length: 7", Width: 7", Depth: 2"
MSRP: $64.51 add $8 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00465

Grid Reference Guide
Organizer Pocket

• Holds status cards, photos, and key data
• Elastic webbing keepers
• Stretch pocket
• Hook and loop flap for patches

6/12
Weight: 0.180 lbs.
MSRP: $59.07 add $6 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00600
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.190 lbs.
MSRP: $59.07 add $6 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00306

855.349.4820
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Mini Admin Pocket

• Designed for Maritime plate carriers
• Works with other plate carriers as well
• 6/9 and 6/12 attachment options
• Loop on the front of the pocket
5" x 6"
6/12
Weight: 0.105 lbs.
MSRP: $27.16
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00401

Admin Pocket

• Loop front
• 2 divided back pockets
• Side pocket
• Simple storage

6/12
Weight: 0.105 lbs.
MSRP: $48.68
add $5 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00117
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6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.155 lbs.
MSRP: $48.68
add $5 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00257

6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.155 lbs.
MSRP: $27.16
add $4 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00418

Pockets

Hydration Pouches

• Extremely lightweight
• Streamlined
• Holds a 1, 2, or 3 Liter hydration bladder
• 6/12 material on front

1L (34 oz), Hydration Pouch
8.5"x6.5"

6/12
   Weight: 0.20 lbs.
   MSRP: $53.55 add $3 for MultiCam
   Part #: 10-00233
6/9 | molle
compatible
   Weight: 0.210 lbs.
   MSRP: $53.55 add $3 for MultiCam
   Part #: 10-00232

2L (70 oz), Hydration Pouch
12"x7.5"

6/12
   Weight: 0.30 lbs.
   MSRP: $72.08 add $4 for MultiCam
   Part #: 10-00243
6/9 | molle
compatible
   Weight: 0.31 lbs.
   MSRP: $72.08 add $4 for MultiCam
   Part #: 10-00472

3L (100 oz), Hydration Pouch
14.5"x8"

6/12
   Weight: 0.36 lbs.
   MSRP: $80.33 add $5 for MultiCam
   Part #: 10-00296
6/9 | molle
compatible
   Weight: 0.37 lbs.
   MSRP: $80.33 add $5 for MultiCam
   Part #: 10-00473

Hydration Pouch shown with Reservoir
(Sold Separately)

Hydrapak
Hydration Reservoirs

• Enhanced durability
• Easy to clean
• Wide slide top opening
• Fits in the Hydration Pouch

Hydrapak 1L

MSRP: $42.56
Part # 19-00004

3L

Hydrapak 2L

MSRP: $40.21
Part # 19-00005

Hydrapak 3L

MSRP: $43.75
Part # 19-00006

1L

855.349.4820
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Sensitive Site Exploitation Pouch

• Quick Access
• Compact design when folded
• Spacious pouch when opened
• 330 Denier Nylon
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.155 lbs.
MSRP: $46.07
add $3 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00521

CSM Drop Pouch

™

• Double lined
• Formed opening
• Drawstring closure
• Approx. 11" by 10"
• Belt Mounted

Weight: 0.465 lbs.
MSRP: $54.06
add $10 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00001
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medical

Anti-Crush Cargo Pocket

new

• Fits in most cargo pockets
• Crush protection
• Stretch lacing retention system
• Hold and organize small items

Contact for Availability
MSRP: $73.98
Part #: 10-01008

Medical Supplies Not Included

new

GP Large with Waist Belt

• SOF size footprint
• 6/12 Wings for additional pockets
• IFF attachment field
• Stretch lacing retention system
• Stand-alone waist belt
Contact for Availability
MSRP: $128.98
add $6 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-01010

Medical Supplies Not Included

Low Profile GP X Small

new

• 6/9 Attachment
• Perfect for smaller items
• Rapid access
• Hold and organize small items
• Stretch lacing retention system

Contact for Availability
MSRP: $49.98
Part #: 10-01009

Medical Supplies Not Included
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Rapid Access Pocket

™

Medical

Pressure Dressing

• Multiple adjustment options
• Holds bandages and dressings
• Two different snap positions
• Secures medical supplies
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.15 lbs.
MSRP: $35.22
add $2 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00748

Medical Supplies Not Included

Tourniquet Pouch

• Holds one CAT or TQs Style Tourniquet
• Highly visible red release tab
• Instant access to the tourniquet
• Secures medical supplies

6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.12 lbs.
MSRP: $41.35
add $3 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00415

Medical Supplies Not Included
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Ranger Med Pouch

• Completely removable
• Adjustable securing system
• Stretch hook closure
• Hook and loop for cell tags or patches
• IFAK Med Thong included

5.5" x 7.25" x 3.5"
6/9 | molle
compatible
MSRP: $155.99
add $6 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00542

Medical Supplies Not Included

SOF Med Pouch

• Oversized opening
• Securely holds medical supplies
• Loop faced exterior square
• Half moon zipper
5.5" x 7" x 3.5"
6/12
Weight: 0.24 lbs.
MSRP: $60.70
add $13 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00122
6/9 | molle
compatible
Weight: 0.25 lbs.
MSRP: $60.70
add $13 for MultiCam
Part #: 10-00470

Zippered Modular Pocket for Individual First Aid Items
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Canine

canine
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ECV
Ergonomic Canine Vest

™

• Enhanced mobility & performance
• Drastic weight reduction
• Smarter weight distribution
• Reduce fatigue
• Improved comfort

Firstspear 6/12 Laser Cut Platform Reduces Weight up to
50% and will Accept 6/12, 6/9 and MOLLE Style Pockets.

The K2-FirstSpear Ergonomic Canine Vest
was designed by K2 Solutions military
working dog veterinarian to allow for uninhibited stride and shoulder movement. By
reducing weight, constriction, and pressure
points, the sleek, breathable and lightweight
vest moves naturally with your canine to
effectively distribute equipment weight during
patrol. This allows your working canine to
perform their duties more efficiently during
extended patrols, optimizing performance.

MSRP: $263.70
add $10 for MultiCam
Part #: 12-00001

Sizing Guide

Weight: .975LBS /0.44 kg

“Y” Strap Places Stabilizing Mid-Sternum,
as Opposed to the Forelimbs

Girth Sizes Min - Max
Front strap: 22.5” - 37”
Rear strap: 23.5” - 38”

40 LBS

-

Low Profile Loop for Attaching
Custom Cell Tags and ID Placards
(Sold Separately See Page 67 for Cell Tags)

70+ LBS

Designed with

RBS

Realistic Bite Sleeve
• Outer silicone skin and leather inner sleeve
• Internal mesh support system
• Adjustable straps for a custom fit
• Allows for full-mouth bite from canine
K2 Solutions, experts in military working dog and law enforcement K-9 training,
and FirstSpear have developed a revolutionary canine aggression training tool.
The Realistic Bite Sleeve (RBS) seeks to bridge capability gaps that currently
exist in status quo bite training. Most bite sleeves are too bulky for concealment.
Others are made of materials such as jute that does not provide a truly realistic
training scenario, which can reduce canine effectiveness on target due to hesitation. Other silicone products require the trainer to attach additional appendages
to a sleeve which limits training scenarios, eliminating realistic concealment, and
possibly confusing the canine. The RBS provides the canine an authentic human
skin texture when biting the actual forearm region while reducing the circumference
of the target. This allows for a full-mouth bite - the bite that a trainer expects from
their canine.
MSRP: System $339.39
Part #: 90-00002
Replacement Skin $201.52
Part #: 18-10000
Outer Skin
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Inner Sleeve

Packs and Bags

packs and bags
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Exigent Circumstance Pack

™

(ECP)

• Attaches to different platforms
• Carried like a backpack or single strap bag
• Exterior flap with shock cord
• Pocket inside exterior flap

As a true Assault Pack, the Exigent Circumstance Pack can quickly and cleanly
attach to different platforms or be used by itself. It can be carried like a
backpack or as a single strap bag which keeps your shoulder pocket clear for
the stock of your weapon. The exterior flap is secured with shock cord and
provides enough space to hold a helmet or other accessories. The flap can
also be completely removed. The pocket inside the exterior flap will fit a
protective mask and features an elastic daisy chain sized to hold flash-bang
and smoke grenades. The rear-most pocket can hold a comfort pad (included),
a 3-liter hydration bladder, or optional internal frame. The ECP is designed to
support your next “No knock, No warning” entry mission!

MSRP: $281.00
add $18 for MultiCam
Part #: 11-00004

Noveske Discreet Backpack

• Fits short rifles, sub-guns, and shotguns
• Soft appearance
• Adjustable straps
• Multiple pockets

Designed at the request of John Noveske Rifleworks, the
Noveske Discrete Pack carries short-barreled rifles, subguns, and shotguns, along with associated accessories.
Through the use of varied color and commercial material
applications, this pack has a softer appearance than many
of the gun bags currently available. The front straps are
fully adjustable and come with a quick release buckle strap
to secure the front straps together. There is a small zippered
pocket on the back for small accessories. A loop patch
gives you a place for your cell tags or patches as well.
Dimensions: 28¼" x 13 ¼" x 5"

MSRP: $236.35
Part #:11-00001
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Medical Trauma Assault Pack (MTAP)
• Large zippered pocket
• Bungee attachment points
• 3 tear out pockets
• Easily accessed grab handle

The MTAP, Thin Profile was designed with input and expertise from one of the finest
medical products providers in the US and supports a large variety of tactical profiles
for the different means and aspects of tactical infiltration and exfiltration from the
modern battlefield. A large zippered pocket allows access from within or outside the
pack, bungee attachment points will secure odd sized items, and three “tear out”
pockets can be tossed to assist personnel facilitating a multi-casualty scenario. An
easily accessed grab handle will allow the pack to be hung in vehicles or airframes.

19"x12"x3"
Weight: 2.34 lbs.
MSRP: $325.00 add $31 for MultiCam
Part #: 11-00080

Medical Supplies Not Included

Comm Pack

• Discrete backpack
• Distinct urban feel
• Internal laptop sleeve
• 2 Sizes: 980 cu in or 1800 cu in
The Comm Pack shares many of the same features as the FirstSpear
Exigent Circumstance Pack (ECP). It has a distinctly urban appearance
giving it some low-visibility style. Extra large padded shoulder straps
feature a quick disconnect buckle. Inside the pack is a compartment
designed for laptops and an internal zippered pocket. Numerous
compartments with individual zipper access and external mesh side
pouches make for a highly useful pack. For surveillance or any other
type of operations, the Comm Pack has your back!

Comm Pack
MSRP: $181.39
Part #: 11-00013
Comm Pack Large
MSRP :$236.36
Part #: 11-00092

855.349.4820
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Field Ruck

• Versatile
• Side wings for attachments
• Drag handles
• Quick release shoulder straps

Scaled down and tailored for use in varied conditions the FirstSpear Field Ruck
lightens the overall pack. Side wings can vertically secure tripods, rockets, and
similar diameter equipment. Prominent side release buckles are easy to find even
in the dark and uncomplicated to work with gloves on. Drag handles and the
proven quick release shoulder strap adjustment buckles are marked in off-color
webbing to make identification of the features quick and easy.
Divider walls provide an organization within the main compartment and for
maximum space inside the packs, those divider walls can be simply pushed out
of the way. The generously padded waist belt is easily slid out and removed to
support operations where it might be a hindrance. For times when it is desired
the 6/12 modular pocket attachment panels provide great flexibility. An extension
skirt on the top of the main compartment is rolled and secured with a side release
buckle and the top lid is quickly removable for use as a small storage system on
its own, the main pack can be secured and transported on its own. A quick access
zipper is provided so that the main compartment does not need to be unrolled to
gain access. Comfortably sized for moving through the forest and densely wooded
terrain this pack will carry 2000+ Cubic Inches of equipment.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

MSRP: $382.61
add $51 for MultiCam
Part #: 11-00119

Shoulder
Harness
Design By:

Mike Force Pack

• Total volume of 2900+ cubic inches
• Two external pockets
• Water resistant overstuff skirt
• Completely removable top flap
• Two sleeves for drinking bladders inside

The MFP includes a Rucksack (frame, shoulder harness, waist belt,
and pack included) with a cumulative volume of 2900+ Cubic Inches.
Utilizing advanced construction and fabric technology as well as
innovative approaches in rapid drainage, this design keeps close to its
tropical combat roots while taking advantage of modern material
advances. Optimized for loads in the 60-Pound range, certain features
in this system will ensure that excessive loads can be managed. The
MIKE Force frame is one size fits most and manufactured from an
advanced thermal molded composition. There is also ample adjustment
to in the frame to raise and lower the pack based on user preference.

MSRP: $545.47
add $52 for MultiCam
Part #: 11-00137
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Vertical Envelopment Pack

™

Packs and Bags

(VEP)

• Top opening, rolled closure, and Tubes fasteners secured
• Mounts on FirstSpear Plate Carriers (usable without carrier)
• Flips over the head for quick access to contents inside
• Provides clean unencumbered shoulder pocket when firing a rifle

The Vertical Envelopment Pack (VEP) is a top opening, rolled closure, and Tubes
fasteners secured assault pack that can be mounted on a FirstSpear Plate Carriers.
The VEP can be flipped over the head for quick access to contents inside. The front
hanging feature provides additional safety and comfort during infiltration when seated
in armored vehicles and helicopters.
Features

TUBES

MSRP: $329.55
add $31 for MultiCam
Part #: 11-00108

Shown with FirstSpear Plate Carrier
(Sold Separately Starting on Page 24)

VEP Modular Panel

• Flips over the head for rapid access
• Reinforced modular panel
• Accepts 6/12, 6/9 & MOLLE Pockets
• Attach technical tools, communications
equipment, or medical supplies
The VEP Modular Panel offers many of the advantages of the FirstSpear Vertical Envelopment Pack (VEP). A reinforced modular panel
accepts 6/12, 6/9 & MOLLE Pockets arranged any way that suits the
mission at hand. Capable of attaching technical tools, communications
equipment, or specific medical supplies, this panel can be flipped
over the head for rapid access and then returned to the back with its
slick side out presenting a minimal snag profile. When secured on
the back, all your magazines and other equipment are easily available.
The VEP Modular Panel is a great asset to personnel operating SIGINT
and related communications gear who need to remain mobile and
close to the Operators who are processing the information.
Features

6/12 Laser Cut

TUBES

MSRP: $255.68
add $25 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00518

855.349.4820
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Sherpa

• Versatile range / equipment / travel bag
• Two padded pistol pockets
• Large main compartment
• Removable interior organizer panels
• Loop interior for hook backed Ragnar pockets
• Removable padded shoulder strap with HK hooks
• Discreet appearance
• Made in the USA

Designed in conjunction with FirstSpear professional users, this all-new
bag is a hard use day bag that can be put to work across a wide variety
of environments and situations. Whether you are going to the range,
relaxing on the boat, or heading to a call out, this bag is the perfect size
for those on the move. It comes standard with full 500D construction
and premium hardware. Interior organizer panels can be completely
removed or re-arranged to fit new equipment. Available exclusively at
First-Spear.com.
Dimensions: 16"x9"x10"

Sherpa Bag
MSRP: $141.10
Part #: 11-00187
Deluxe Sherpa Divider
MSRP: $15.44
Part #: 15-00909

Shown with Deluxe Divider

Summit

• Multi-Purpose organizer bag
• Variety of sizes
• Different materials available
• Zipper closure
• Made in the USA
The Summit bags provide a great way to keep your gear
organized inside larger packs or bags and work exceptionally
well as a stuff sack for garments or gear. You can throw under
your seat or keep it in the trunk. Available in three different
sizes in a mesh, 70D ripstop, or high visibility orange packcloth.
Available exclusively at First-Spear.com.

Summit Bag
Priced from $12.35
Part #: 10-009xx
Padded Insert
MSRP: $14.99
Part #: 15-00974

Padded Insert
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Skirmisher Firearms Training Bag

• Fits 1 AR style take-down rifle
• Holds 3 full sized handguns
• Magazine attachment straps
• Spacious pockets for accessories
• Multiple carrying styles

The Skirmisher Firearms Training Bag facilitates transportation and
organization of your firearms and ammunition along with related
accessories. Discrete and smartly arranged, this system can hold
up to 3 full-sized handguns with or without lights in protected
pockets. It will also fit 1 AR style take-down rifle which can be
secured with an included retention strap. There is also room for
associated training gear such as ear/eye pro, magazines, boxed
ammunition, and a top center bin for loose “top up” ammunition.
The Skirmisher also comes with 4 magazine attachment straps to
contain magazines. Each strap is capable of holding multiple
magazines and secure to the bag with hook and loop. The bag can
be transported backpack style, single strap style or carried from a
continuous-length webbing handle. Padded in all key areas to
protect lights, lasers, and optics, the Skirmisher takes maximum
advantage of design and material to provide you with a total
training enhancement.
Approximate Dimensions: 25" X 13" X 10"

MSRP: $316.50
add $37 for MultiCam
Part #: 11-00027

Helmet Hut

• Padded for protection
• Internal pockets for organization
• Accommodates various sized helmets
• Retention strap secures your helmet
• Attachment points for carrying sling

The Helmet Hut is a storage and transportation system for
your helmet. Padded for protection and with internal pockets
for organization, the Helmet Hut easily accommodates various
size helmets, night vision & communication systems. A
retention strap secures your helmet in place. Space is also
available for eye protection and IFF components. The bag
has a handle and also attachment points for a carry sling.

MSRP: $163.10
add $15 for MultiCam
Part #: 11-00025

855.349.4820
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Arms Case

• Holds Carbine and Long Guns
• Hard case compatible
• Accepts scoped weapons with magazines
• Sewn-in attachment panel

The FirstSpear Arms Case is not only the perfect stand-alone transportation
case for your carbine or rifle and accessories but can also be inserted into
several different hard cases as a modular padded insert that can be arranged
to your specific needs. Currently offered in two sizes: Carbine (36”) & Rifle
(43”). Both will accept scoped weapons with standard 20 or 30 round
magazines attached. The sewn-in attachment panel lets you customize the
Arms Case to best suit your mission.
Available for Carbine and Long Guns:
Carbine: 36" x 13" (fits Storm Case iM3100, not included)
Long Guns: 43" x 13" (fits Storm Case iM3200, not included)
Shown with 6/12 Organizer Panel
(Sold Separately)
Carbine
MSRP: $265.90
add $31 for MultiCam
Part #: 11-00093
Long Gun
MSRP: $313.18
add $27 for MultiCam
Part # 11-00098
6/12™ Organizer Panel
MSRP: $51.52
add $5 for MultiCam
Part # 15-00244

Shown with Storm Case iM3100
(Long Guns iM3200)

CAT Rifle Case

• Durable
• Adjustable dividers for organization
• Accepts 6/9, MOLLE, and Ragnar pockets
• Sized to fit 30" Short Barrel Carbines
The exterior pocket has two reinforced and movable
dividers to help organize its contents. One wall accepts
6/9 and MOLLE style pockets and the opposite wall accepts
pockets from the First Spear Ragnar line. The main pocket
is sized to fit Short Barrel Carbines up to 30 inches. There
are multiple reinforced attachment points for slings,
identification tags and more. This bag is an excellent fit for
SCAR-H & SCAR-L with the stock folded.
MSRP: $298.82
Part #: 11-00153
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Sniper Drag Bag

• Available in different sizes
• Exterior pockets
• Durable materials
• Strapping to secure items in pockets

Borrowing from the standard Scout Sniper Drag Bag,
FirstSpear has made some updates in materials and
construction techniques. Still retaining its tough as nails
reliability this bag has external and internal pockets as well
as strapping to secure the rifle and additional items with
reliable stability.

Regular
49" x 12" x 3"
MSRP: $530.44
Part #: 11-00156
Long
54" x 12"x 3"
MSRP: $583.48
Part # 11-00160

R37 Rifle Wrap

• Shooting mat and weapons case
• Transports long-guns or carbines
• ECP can be attached on the outside
• Attachment points for camouflage
Bridging the gaps between a shooting mat, a weapons case, and a drag
bag. It provides capabilities that can aid in both effective training and
operational deployment. The R37’s exterior has attachment points for
3D camouflage to aid in signature disruption and a reinforced webbing
attachment point for drag & haul straps located at the forward taper of
the wraps exterior.
The Rifle Wrap can transport long-guns or carbines with a simple folding
procedure and the carry handle can have its balance point adjusted by
Tubes attachment points. The R37 can be transported by the FS 2”
Standard Break-Away Sling or Exigent Circumstances Pack (ECP)
Shoulder Straps. When laid out flat, the R37 is a comfortable pad to
shoot from, and two 6/12 pocket attachment fields provide an area for
optional pockets to store binoculars, wind gauges and other essential
items of target engagement.
The First Spear ECP can be attached to the outside of the Rifle Wrap
to give you some sustainment capability. The front of the carrier will
attach a blast cloth which can be weighed down along its front edge
with a long pocket designed to hold earth or rocks, staked down or tied
down with sewn loops. This blast cloth will aid in minimizing dust and
debris being kicked up by muzzle blast.
The R37 Rifle Wrap will hold your weapon and equipment securely and
is sized to fit into a variety of hard sided weapons storage cases.

MSRP: $365.92
add $26 for MultiCam
Part #: 11-00107

Ends Fold Over to Secure a Carbine.

855.349.4820
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Modular Transport System
• Sectional storage
• Designed for the Rolling Bag Frame
• Bags firmly attach to frame
• All pieces sold individually or together

The long awaited Modular Transport Bags are now ready and available to be used
in conjunction with the Rolling Bag Frame. These bags can now give you sectional, modular capability to your existing Contractor Bag and Rolling Frame or be
purchased separately along with an optional Rolling Bag Frame. All bags attach
firmly and easily to the Frame as well as to each other. Attachment points on the
bag will accept the FirstSpear 2” Break-Away Padded Sling for transportation off
the frame.
The Modular Travel Bag is currently available in two functional configurations:
• Three Single Bags which Integrate onto the Frame Together
• One Single Top Bag and One Double Bottom Bag
Note - A minimum of one Bottom Bag must be purchased to make this system functional on the FS Rolling
Bag Frame. Designed to fit the exact Rolling Frame used by Contractor Bag.

Single Top Bag

16" × 12.5" × 12"
MSRP: $169.16, Part #: 11-00103

Single Middle Bag

16" × 12.5" × 12"
MSRP: $185.71, Part #: 11-00120

Single Bottom Bag

16" × 12.5" × 12"
MSRP: $194.91, Part #: 11-00123

Double Bottom Bag

16" × 12.5" x 24"
MSRP: $220.65, Part # 11-00149

Rolling Bag Frame (Frame Only)
MSRP: $75.00, Part #: 15-00478

Contractor Bag and Rolling Frame

• Lightweight
• Durable
• Removable frame
• Oversized zippered opening

The Contractor Bag is a spacious duffel styled bag
with removable frame. The oversized zippered opening
makes it easy to load and features secondary retention
straps with quick release buckles. The frame is
engineered to be lightweight and durable. It has 2
wheels which make the bag easy to maneuver. There
are also reinforced handles in several key locations
and external zippered pockets. Since all of the FirstSpear users we talked to, claim to have never used
it in raids or ambushes, we decided to release it in
some more travel-friendly colors.
Dimensions
16” wide
11.5” deep at the top 12.5” deep at the bottom
36” long

MSRP: $386.37
Part #: 90-00060
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Cell Tags (IFF)
™

• Customizable
• 4 Different Sizes
• 4 Different Styles
• No minimums

U.S. Patent No. 8,540,831
Available Sizes:
1" x 5"
2" x 4"
2" x 6"
3" x 8"

Available Styles:
Fabric Backed
GLO Only
IR Only
IR + GLO Combo

2"x4" Cell Tag

(Some Restrictions Apply)

Available for custom order at First-Spear.com
(Custom Orders are Unable to be Returned or Exchanged)

Photo ID or other appropriate credentials required for LE agency
identifiers such as "POLICE" or "FBI". Cell Tags are custom ordered
and lead times will vary. Please contact First for current lead times.

Glow Only
Naked Eye
No IR Illumination

IR Only
Shown with
IR Flood

GLO Only

IR Only

GLO + IR

Fabric Backed
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Bag Tag

• Unique way to identify bags
• Fabric, GLO, and IR available
• Easy Attachment
• Custom made
• No minimum quantity required
1.75" x 8"
Fabric Backed
MSRP: $21.20
Part #: 15-00700
GLO Only
MSRP: $26.50
Part #: 15-00746
IR Only
MSRP: $41.35 (Government Only)
Part #: 15-00747
GLO and IR
MSRP: $53.02 (Government Only)
Part #: 15-00745

Patch Holder

• Attach cell tag and patches
• 6/12 attachment style
• Comes in four colors
• Loop Field

Police Patch

• Quickly Identify Law Enforcement Officers
• Silk-screened
• Hook backing
• Sizes: 2"x5" or 3"x8"

2”x 5”
MSRP: $8.25
Part #: 15-00169

6/12
MSRP: $20.07
add $2 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00139

3”x 8”
MSRP: $9.43
Part #: 15-00170

855.349.4820
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Padded Plate Backer
• Non-Ballistic
• 10x12 padded insert
• Extremely lightweight
• Includes two pads

The 10x12 Padded Plate Backer Kit adds increased comfort to your plate carrier with minimal
weight and bulk. The Padded Plate Backer Kit includes two, Non-Ballistic foam inserts, that
can be utilized in multiple configurations based on your needs. The FS-PPBK also features
channels on the body side, to provide increased ventilation and shock absorption.
This is a Non-Ballistic Foam Insert and Should Not be used as a Ballistic Plate.

MSRP: $26.77
Part #: 15-00936

Ventilation Channels

Tough Hook

• Grip handle
• 120lb load capacity
• I-beam and impact resistant resin
• Manufactured in the USA
The Tough Hook is a purpose-built heavy duty hanger
which is the perfect accessory for any FirstSpear Plate
Carrier. It is designed to hold up to 120 lbs and handle
rough daily use. Flip it over and use the built-in carrying
handle to easily carry your plate carrier wherever you
go.
Every Tough Hook FirstSpear sells comes with a 1"x5"
self-adhesive loop strip which allows for the easy
addition of a customized 1"x5" FirstSpear Cell Tag.
Adding a cell tag is a great way to quickly identify which
plate carrier is yours.

MSRP: $17.50
Part #: 18-00124

1" x 5" Cell Tag
Sold Separately Page 68
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FS / CSM Single Point Sling
• Steel clash hook with elastic webbing sheath
• Bungee Retention Cord with speed tab
• Stow point
• Easy to use

The FirstSpear CSM Single Point Sling features a rugged steel clash hook that has
a permanently attached elastic webbing sheath that keeps the hook quiet and protects
your receiver from unwanted scrapes and scratches. The sling now has a Bungee
Retention Cord with FirstSpear Speed Tab for storing the sling when attached to the
weapon and minimizing snag hazard specifically during deployment from a vehicle.

MSRP: $44.14
Part #: 15-00680

Operators Two Point Sling

• Designed for AR Carbine weapons
• Will work with other weapons
• Fully adjustable strap
• Low bulk

Designed directly by a current Texas Law Enforcement
Tactical Officer and SWAT competition competitor, this
sling is designed specifically for AR Carbine style
weapons but will fit a wide variety of SMG’s, Carbines,
and Shotguns. The strap is fully adjustable, low bulk,
lightweight and extremely effective.

MSRP: $35.99
Part #: 15-00791
Designed with

Two-Point
Quick Release Sling

• Quick release buckles
• Rapid adjustment
• Oversized padding
• Perfect for light or heavy weapons

The Two-Point Quick Release Sling is the ideal accessory for any
shoulder fired weapon. It is able to adjust rapidly and comes with oversized
padding for added comfort. The quick release buckles are a reliable
proven system which allows the wearer to breakout of the sling if needed.
Perfect for light or heavy weapons.

MSRP: $49.42
add $3 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00118
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Weapons Retention Catch

• Secures weapon to a platform
• Works with carbines, sub guns, and shotguns
• Easy to adjust
• Can be overpowered if needed and reset to use again
The Weapons Retention Catch is designed to help secure your weapon and is
versatile enough to be worn on practically any platform. This essential item
provides solid retention for carbines, sub guns, and shotguns. Its plastic closures
are easy to adjust and they can be over-powered if required and reset to use
again. This allows you to quickly access your weapon when needed.

MSRP: $26.17
add $1 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00091

Cord and Tube Holder

• Sold in packs of 6
• Webbing loop on a hook square
• Works with 6/12 attachment slots
• Secures buoyancy hoses or communication wires

The Cord and Tube holder is an elastic webbing loop on a hook square. It can be
exposed through a 6/12 pocket attachment slot on FirstSpear carriers and secured
on the inside. It can also be used to secure buoyancy compensation hoses in
place. The Cord and Tube Holder can also be fastened between the layers of your
shoulder straps to route your communications cables. (Sold in packs of 6)

MSRP: $38.07
Part #: 90-00104

855.349.4820
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Vertical Entry Belt

• High functioning Battle Belt
• Quickly removable 6/12 Modular Over-Flap
• Minimalistic bulk and weight
• Integrates with Vertical Entry Harness
• SOCOM Retention Standard Modified NFPA Tested*

The Vertical Entry Belt is engineered to incorporate specialized retention
functions in conjunction with the elements needed to be a Tactically Capable
Battle Belt. This Belt System features a removable 6/12 Modular Over-flap
that can accept the full range of 6/12, 6/9, or MOLLE style pockets. Unpadded,
minimalistic in bulk as well as weight, along with exposed Hook eliminates
the need for Suspenders when used with the Base Belt. Additionally it can
integrate into the Vertical Entry Harness (restricted) for a fully evolved
fighting system capable of supporting operations in vertical environments.
*Independently Third Party Tested with FS Multi Point Lanyard to meet standard with & without
the Vertical Entry Harness.

Vertical Entry Belt
MSRP: $109.58
Part # 15-01033

Unpadded Assault Sleeve
Authorized Users
Only

MSRP: $42.78
Part # 15-00937
Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL

Sizing Guide
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

Belt and Sleeve Sold Individually

28-32"
32-36"
36-40"
40-44"

Vertical Entry Harness

• Integrates with Vertical Entry Belt
• Cobra Buckles for leg loops
• Donned in seconds
• Reinforced and stiffened tie in point
• Includes Kernmantle leader and pile tab sleeves
• Independently tested to meet Modified NFPA 1983-2012*
The FS Vertical Entry Harness (FS-VEH) has features
specific for Assault Climbers working in Urban Combat,
the leg loops close with rated Cobra Buckles so that
they can be stashed into the inter-grated front compression pocket when high mobility is required but can be
donned in seconds without removing the harness. Wide
webbing on the underside of the leg loops aids in comfort
when you are hanging in the harness. Reinforced and
stiffened tie in point with a kernmantle leader are
standard. The VEH Interface Sleeve Slides onto the
waist section of the VEH providing solid interface and
attachment to the hook portion on the body side of the
Vertical Entry Belt. The FS-VEH, Vertical Entry Belt and
Multi Point Lanyard have been tested together to
function to the standards mandated for Modified NFPA
1983-2012 as called for by US SOCOM.
*Independently tested to meet Modified NFPA 1983-2012 as used by
US SOCOM both with and without the Vertical Entry Belt.

Shown with Vertical Entry Belt and Sleeve
(Sold Separately)

Contact for Pricing
Part # 15-00141
Harness is for Government Use Only

Multi Point Lanyard

• Strong load performance
• Multiple points for length changes “on the fly”
• Easy removal and replacement of hardware to save long term costs
• Integrate with Vertical Entry Belt and/or Vertical Entry Harness
• Independently tested to meet Modified NFPA 1983-2012*

Contact for Pricing
Part # 90-00148

855.349.4820
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Base Belt Lite

• Versatile
• Extremely light
• Low profile nap
• Compatible with Tac Belt and AGB Sleeve
The FirstSpear Base Belt Lite can be used in many
situations. Utilizing the 6/12 base fabric this belt is
extremely light and suited for every day carry. The face
of the belt utilizes low profile nap pile and will mate up
all the way around the waist with the TAC Belt or AGB
6/12 Belt Sleeve.

Base Belt

MSRP: $29.68
Part # 15-00699

Sizing Guide

Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

28-32"
32-36"
36-40"
40-44"

• Low volume for everyday use
• Pliable webbing base
• Easy to use buckle
• Compatible with Tac Belt and AGB Sleeve

MSRP: $30.87
add $5 for MultiCam
Part # 15-00541

Sizing Guide

Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

28-32"
32-36"
36-40"
40-44"

The FirstSpear Base Belt is a low volume belt intended
for everyday use on trousers. It has a high nap pile
exterior and a pliable webbing base. The Base Belt can
be used with the Tac Belt and/or the 6/12 AGB Sleeve.
Both securely attach to the Base Belt and provide a
minimal movement platform by which you can scale
tactical capability up or down.

Tac Belt

• Durable tactical belt
• Metal buckle
• Lanyard attachment points
• Strip of hook fabric
• Compatible with AGB Sleeve, Base Belt,
Base Belt Lite, and Lanyard V-Ring
The Tac Belt is a durable tactical belt with a sturdy metal buckle. It can
be used on its own or in conjunction with the Base Belt and/or the AGB
MSRP: $91.56
6/12 Sleeve. The Tac belt is less stiff than the Assaulter’s Gun Belt and
has additional security loops. There is also a cover over a strip of hook add $5 for MultiCam
Part # 15-00542
faced material that when exposed can mate up to the Base Belt or AGB
Sizing Guide
Sleeve to eliminate shift and sag. Additional points on the belt accommoSmall
28-32"
date the integration of the Lanyard V-Ring.
Medium
Large
X-Large

Tac Belt

Lanyard V-Ring

• Metal V-Ring
• Adds a secure attachment point
• Integrates into Tac belt
• Works with most belts

FirstSpear assumes no responsibility
for use or misuse of this product.

MSRP: $22.04
Part # 15-00145
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Base Belt, Tac Belt, and Lanyard V-Ring pictured.

32-36"
36-40"
40-44"

Belt Systems

Modular Assaulter's Gun Belt

new

• Tactical load carriage belt
• Directly mount pockets
• Hook backing
• Cobra buckle
• Compatible with Base Belt or Base Belt Lite

Upgrade to the classic Assaulter's Gun Belt, this belt was developed to be
as close to an overt tactical load carriage belt as we could make it without
compromising strength. Smaller pockets work best: pistol mags, folding knifes
or flashlights with a belt clip on them, the new Low Profile GP X Small is
perfect on it, when mounting 6/9 pockets directly you are only able to pass
through once on to the belt due to space constriction so if you need fuller
strength of a mounted item you should look at the 6/12 Modular Over-Flap
or our Low Profile AGB Sleeve. This belt also has the Hook backing on it to
mate up with the FS Base Belt Light and help keep you out of suspenders.
Fits the full range of SSV Molded Accessories and closes with the proven
Cobra Buckle.

Sizing Guide
Contact for Availability
MSRP: $115.98
add $10 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-01036

Small
Medium
Large
X-Large
2X-Large

28-32"
32-36"
36-40"
40-44"
44-48"

Assaulter's Gun Belt

™

(AGB)

• Integrates with the AGB Padded Sleeve
• Accommodates multiple FS components
• Completely removable buckle
• Belt width: 1.75"
• Buckle width: 2"
• Compatible with Base Belt or Base Belt Lite
when used with the AGB Sleeve

The Assaulter's Gun Belt (AGB) is a versatile belt designed to handle tough
situations. Accessed through a two-point, high strength metallic buckle, the AGB
will facilitate combat-equipped buddy drags. It can integrate with the AGB Padded
Sleeve to provide more comfort and provide you with additional 6/12 attachment
points. It can also accommodate many different FirstSpear components that will
help optimize it for the full spectrum of tactical and discretionary operations. The
buckle is completely removable from the belt for routing through smaller pant
belt loops.

Sizing Guide
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large
2X-Large

Base Belt, Padded AGB Sleeve,
and AGB pictured.

28-32"
32-36"
36-40"
40-44"
44-48"

MSRP: $81.61
add $10 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00004

FirstSpear Belt Compatibility
Base
Belt
Lite

Base
Belt

Tac Belt

Modular
AGB

AGB w/
AGB
Sleeve

AGB
Sleeve

V-Ring

Base Belt Lite
Base Belt
Tac Belt
Modular AGB
AGB
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Low Profile

Padded AGB Sleeve

• Slimmer version of the AGB Padded Sleeve
• Attach a belt, holster, and pockets where desired
• Comfortable padding around the whole belt
• Moisture-wicking mesh along entire sleeve
• Compatible with AGB, Tac Belt,
Base Belt, and Base Belt Lite

As slim trimmed, more minimalist version of the popular Assaulter's Gun Belt
Padded Sleeve, the Low Profile sleeve provides a laser cut 6/12 field to be placed
on a belt. This allows users the option to attach items directly on the belt or the
6/12 field. Which is compatible with most pockets including 6/12, 6/9, or MOLLE
style pockets. There is also comfort padding with moisture-wicking mesh along
its whole length.

Sizing Guide
MSRP: $106.80
add $6 for MultiCam
Part #: 15-00267

Overall Length

Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

31.75"
34.75"
37.75"
40.75"

Shown with AGB (Sold Separately)

Line One Belt BioThane

®

• Urethane covered nylon
• Superior strength and weather resistance
• Tempered non-slip coating
• Impervious to sweat and water
• Cerakote Buckle
The line one belt is our most popular everyday belt! Borrowing its name from an old
NSW term for the first level of clothing or gear, the Line One Belt has amazing
tactical performance that maintains the high level of comfort and mobility usually
associated with leather. Urethane covered nylon provides superior strength and
weather-resistance. This belt won’t crack, peel, or become stiff in frigid temperatures.
Specially tempered, non-slip coating eliminates “break-in” time and allows for leather
like flex, yet it is impervious to sweat and water and will not stretch or lose its
original shape. The Line One Belt is an excellent platform for concealed carry or
for just keeping your pants up with style!
Width: 1.5" (38mm)

MSRP: $74.68
Part #: 15-00065

Sizing Guide

Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

Shown with SSV In-The-Belt Holster
(Sold Separately Page 80)
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28-30"
32-34"
36-38"
40-42"

Holsters | Molded Products

holster
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SSV Pistol Holster
™

• Compatible with most handguns
• Available for handguns with lights
• Adjustable tension
• Customizable secondary retention
• Utilizes subdued, corrosion resistant hardware
• Exterior face helps mask visual and near infrared signature

Rather than just another molded pistol holster, FirstSpear wanted
to give our armed professionals a complementary capability to their
sidearm. Continuing development of the SSV Holster Line, FirstSpear
has been hard at work to bring you a deeper concealment holster
with the versatility that EDC requires. This holster will work with a
variety of lights; however, a light bearing holster will not securely
hold a gun without a light. It will live up to the CQB axiom of Speed,
Surprise & Violence of action!
Like all FirstSpear products, the SSV holster will integrate into an
overall system approach which will lighten your load, reduce your
signature, and keep you streamlined for the fight. This holster will
adapt into future FirstSpear equipment platforms which will aid in
better concealment and transportation of your sidearm. Currently
works great with the Line One Belt and Assaulter's Gun Belt.
Available in AOR1 and AOR2 for Authorized Users
Please allow 2-3 week lead time for SSV holsters and mag pockets.

MSRP: $93.59-$103.99

SSV In-The-Belt Holster
™

• Compatible with most handguns
• Available for handguns with lights
• Versatile
• Low Profile
• Lanyard Attachment for added stability
• Easy to use molded J Hook

Continuing development of the SSV Holster Line, FirstSpear has
been hard at work to bring you a deeper concealment holster with
the versatility that EDC requires. This holster will work with a
SureFire XC-1 light, or without a light at all. However, a light
bearing holster will not securely hold a gun without a light. It fits
inside your belt to help keep you as streamlined as possible. An
easy to use molded J Hook lets you attach and remove the holster
without undoing your Line 1 Belt, a backup lanyard can be installed
in case the J Hook becomes disengaged from your belt (removable
if not desired). Lastly, the holster body provides a complete wrap
at the muzzle to facilitate protection of key body parts from a hot
muzzle during repetitive training drills.
Available in AOR1 and AOR2 for Authorized Users
Please allow 2-3 week lead time for SSV holsters and mag pockets.

MSRP: $93.59

Shown with Line One Belt
(Sold Separately Page 78 )
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Holsters | Molded Products

SSV Single Pistol Magazine Pocket
™

• Ambidextrous
• Holds single pistol magazine
• Molded J hook
• Rounder taper corners for comfort
• Beveled top for easy magazine removal
• Backup dummy cord (removable)
MSRP: $68.63

SSV Belt Mounted Magazine Pocket Double
™

• Belt mounted
• Securely holds two pistol magazines
• Molded pocket
• Durable finish

MSRP: $77.93

855.349.4820
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Walt Torso Holster

• Torso holster
• Holds large and medium frame semi-automatic pistols
• Cutting-edge materials
• Quick Release buckle secures the holster to a belt

The Walt Torso Holster is a front-mount torso holster that accepts a varied number of large
and medium frame semi-automatic pistols. Using classic design inputs with cutting-edge
materials and hardware, the Walt securely positions your sidearm. A Quick Release buckle
secures the muzzle end of the holster to a belt, such as the AGB, for a consistent draw. Weather
resistant materials make the Walt ideal for a multitude of uses when a belt-mounted holster
is not practical. It is also extremely handy when telling people to get off your lawn.
Fits 1911, M9, 226, Glock, M&P, XD and other pistols of similar size.
Does Not Fit a Pistol Equipped with a Light or Optic device.

MSRP: $105.34
Part #: 13-00016

SSV Adaptive Holster Platform
• Integrates with SSV Pistol Holsters
• Expands holster mounting options
• Thigh mount option
• Shoulder mount option
• Left or Right Handed

Developed for FS Professional Users who needed more flexibility in the transportation
and deployment of their sidearm the SSV Adaptive Holster Platform will let you take
your SSV Pistol Holster and carry it dropped slightly off your belt, extended down on
to your thigh or shoulder slung in either Tanker or Under Arm option (Left or Right) all
from one platform. All parts are supplied for any of the listed configurations. This
platform adapts seamlessly to all FS Belts including the Line 1 Belt.
MSRP: $91.65
Part #: 15-00789

Shown with SSV Pistol Holster
(Sold Separately on Page 80)
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Everyday

USA Performance Briefs

• 100% American Made with American Materials
• Berry Compliant
• Ultra-lightweight flex grid blend
• Moisture Wicking / Anti-Microbial
• Low profile comfort waistband
• Enhanced front panel for extra support
• Pack of 2
All new FirstSpear Performance Briefs are packed full of features.
Constructed from a flex grid polyester/spandex blend allows the Briefs
to be extremely lightweight and breathable which translates to all-day
comfort! Superimposed flat seam technology and a soft brushed elastic
waistband that won’t roll over and stay where you want it. The flex grid
is a four-way stretch design with exceptional antimicrobial and moisture-wicking properties. Extra room built into the front panel for extra
support. Sold as a two-pack in graphite and black.
90% Polyester | 10% Spandex
All Sales are final on FirstSpear Performance Briefs

Sizing Guide
Small
28-30
Medium
32-34
Large
36-38
X-Large
40-42
4.5" Inseam

MSRP: $59.99
Part #: 14-00061

Pub Shorts

• New performance material blend
• Improved elastic waist band
• Lightweight and breathable
• 8.5" Inseam
• Made in USA

The new and improved pub shorts are here. Made in the USA with a
lighter weight breathable material. The all-new material allows for more
stretch and is moisture wicking. Pockets have also been redesign to
enhanced and better conform to the body. The elastic waistband in a
new softer knit and feels better on your skin. An extra belt loop has
been added and the inseam is now 8.5"

MSRP: $67.99
Part #: 14-00058

855.349.4820
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Shirts

Thin Blue Line

Ragged Old Flag

MSRP: $28
Part #: 16-00034 |16-00036

MSRP: $28
Part #: 16-00043 |16-00049

FirstSpear USA
MSRP: $24
Part #: 16-00047
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Everyday

Hats

Shadow Hat

Midnight Hat

Coalition Hat

Woodland Camo

MSRP: $27
Part #: 16-00061

Spear Hat

MSRP: $27
Part #: 16-00060

MSRP: $23.99
Part #: 16-00057

MSRP: $27
Part #: 16-00064

Snapback Flat Bill Hat
MSRP: $24
Part #: 16-00032

MSRP: $24
Part #: 16-00015

Rogue Hat

Range Hat

MSRP: $24
Part #: 16-00012

MSRP: $22
Part #: 16-00004

STASH Collapsible
Water Bottle (750ml)

• Collapses down to a quarter of its size when empty
• 50% lighter than most hard bottles
• Wide-mouth screw cap makes it easy to fill
• Rigid top and bottom keep it sturdy
• Ultra-durable, abrasion-resistant thermoplastic urethane
• Can be frozen or filled with hot water
• BPA and PVC free

MSRP: $19.99
Part #: 16-00051

855.349.4820
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Ordering Info

Website: www.First-Spear.com
Telephone: 636.349.4820
Fax: 636.349.4830
Toll Free: 855.349.4820
Email: sales@First-Spear.com

FirstSpear accepts Visa, MasterCard, American Express
and Government IMPAC Cards and PayPal.
Also available from Authorized FirstSpear Dealers Worldwide
FirstSpear is constantly enhancing its products based on
feedback from Professional Users. Some photos may not reflect
the latest product enhancements. For the latest information visit
www.First-Spear.com.
FirstSpear thanks those on the front line and families and friends
that support them. Your selfless dedication to our way of life
provides FirstSpear thanks those on the front line and families
and friends that support them. Your selfless dedication to our
way of life provides our motivation to continuously develop better
equipment.
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